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'The mind is one thing;
the body is another'

'H

)

Student opinion was strong
against the physical education department's proposal to include
aerobics as part of the phys. ed
requirement during last Friday's
Academic Affairs Board meeting.
The board discussed the proposal
at the request of Provost David
Marker.
According to Dr. Glenn Van
Wieren, assistant professor of
physical education, the proposal is
designed to "try to do a better job
with the facilities of the phys. ed.
center for the student."
Van Wieren described the first
hour of the proposed requirement
as consisting of a six week "foundations class" that would include
lectures in areas such as nutrition,
health, history of sport and physical fitness.
The remainder of the semester
would be spent in an activity of
the student's choice. The activity
segment would involve aerobics, a
system developed by Dr. Kenneth
Cooper that measures the value of
physical activity in terms of benefit to the cardiovascular systems
In Cooper's system, aerobic
points are assigned to a given
activity to measure the activity's
effectiveness. The student, then,
would be awarded a certain number of points each week for his
chosen activity and earn the rest
of the week's minimum number
of points in activities outside of
class.
Students Kim Williams and
Gwen DeBoer took issue with the
course's requirement that a minimum skill level be achieved in
terms of aerobic points. While
DeBoer had praise for the proposal on a voluntary basis, she
didn't think it should be required,
"If a student wants to remain
uninformed, he should have that
right. It's a decision people should
make for themselves."
Williams also disagreed with
the course being required stating,
"My mind is one thing, but my
body is very personal. A two hour
requirement is fine as long as you
don't tell me what to do."
Dr. John Hollenbach, professor
of English, compared the minimum skill standard with a teacher's assignment of goals to be
achieved in any class. He added,
"Historically, this is a school concerned with the whole person. For

the first time I've got a proposal I
can defend in the context of a
liberal education."
Marker echoed Hollenbach's
sentiments adding, "To me it is a
case of the experts making a
decision on what's the best possible program for the benefit of
students."
Williams cited a recent vote on
the proposal by the Student Congress that went against the1 program 23-4. "I think it's a general
feeling; nobody wants any more
requirements, they don't care
what it is," she said.
Student Ed Ryan, however,
said, "I felt it should have been
explained more in depth at the AAB DISCUSSES PHYS. ED. PROPOSAL-Members of the Academic Affairs Board discussed the merits of
Student Congress meeting. I don't
the'physical Education department's proposal to include aerobics as part of the phys. ed. requirement during
continued on page 11, column 1 last Friday's meeting. Student members voiced strong opposition to any additional requirements.
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Watson (crash) lands computer job
by Suzanne Wattersbn

John Watson, newly appointed
director of flie computer center,
was lucky to make it back for his
third week of work at Hope.
While flying back from New
Jersey on Tuesday, the six passenger Cessna that Watson was in
mysteriously lost power and
crash-landed about a half mile
short of the runway at Grand
Rapids Airport.
"I knew something was wrong
when the pilot radioed the control
tower that we had lost power. I
tightened up my seat belt and
tried to find the best way to brace
myself. I remember my body jerking up but I came down without

hitting anything.
"We crashed on the hills outside the airport. First aid was slow
in coming because we were hard
to reach; they ended up coming in
snowmobiles. The pilot had a fractured nose which we packed the
best we could but luckily nobody
was hurt badly," Watson said.
"The experience shook me up
more than I realized. As I closed
my eyes to pray in church that
night I felt like I was falling
again," he said. He was back to
work Wednesday being interrupted by various reporters and
taking everything calmly.
Before coming to Hope,
Watson worked at the State Uni-

Rights contradict rules

versity of New York at Albany as
Assistant Director for Operations
and Systems Programming. It's
the first time his family has left
Nthe east coast.
"We built a house in Marigold
Woods close to the lake and promised the children, ages 15 and
11, a boat so we're waiting for
spring to water ski. We're also
looking forward to Tulip Time;
my daughter is taking klompen
dancing classes and my son plans
on sweeping the streets for the
event," said Watson smiling.
"We found the people of Holland to be really friendly. One of
the major reasons for coming to
Hope was that it seemed like a
small friendly college. I was impressed when walking across
campus and hearing profs calling
students by name. In New York
they just walked on by. I'm looking forward to interacting with
students, and my wife and I plan
on inviting students to the house
when we've finished unpacking,"
he said.
As director of the computer
center Watson's job is to provide
and improve services to the user
community and apply techniques
for administrative work.
"Now I'm trying to get a feel
of what's happening with ideas of
making improvements. I want to
interest more external users in
order to generate more income.

RLC maps drinking discussion
by Barb Brainard

I •

"At this time we have no responsibility to act upon the drinking proposal," stated Assistant
Professor of Communication Dr.
Joseph MacDoniels, chair of the
Residential Life Committee. At
Monday's ifteeting, the committee
decided to discuss the procedures
they would take when the proposal is sent to them for review.
"At least we know it's coming,
but we can't proceed until the
final proposal comes through,"
MacDoniels said. "We can get a
list of information to be gotten
that we don't have now and won't
be coming with the proposal," hp
added.
Many points were brought up
during the meeting, especially
concerning things the committee
does not wish to happen. "We are
not to become a hearing for the
various advocate positions," one
member stated.
The committee agreed that the
basic issue was whether or not
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students are in a position to make
decisions-about everything or to
have the decisions concerning
drinking and parietal hours made
for them. "It's a question of
self-government," Elaine Van
Liere, coordinator of residential
life, said. "Are the students responsible enough to be involved in
the decision-making process?"
Student Michael Drahos believes that the proposal does not
just involve the restriction of
drinking in dorm rooms. Other
issues to be considered are "individual rights, control and authority and also whether or not
the school is being hypocritical by
allowing it to go on now and not
enforcing it."
It was also mentioned that the
committee should listen to various
interest groups, including the
president, faculty and resident assistants.
Van Liere suggested that outside information and opinions be
gathered from comparable institu-

tions on the topic of drinking in
dorms.
MacDoniels' emphasized that
at this time, the basic problem
was a contradiction within the
proposal. When the proposal is
closely examined, it is seen that
the first and second parts are in
conflict with each other.
The first statement says that
the college recognizes the individual's right to have alcohol in his
room. However, the second part
denies this right by allowing the
individual living units regulate
alcohol in the units.
With this in mind, MacDoniels
suggested that the committee's
next meeting be with the principle
authors of the proposal to discuss
the confusion and rationale of the
document. "This way we are getting the bugs out before it gets to
us," student Peter Morse said.
Next Monday was set as the
date for the committee and the
authors of the proposal to meet
and discuss the contradiction.

JOHN WATSON

The money will be used to produce additional computer hardware such as disc storage and
additional memory that will provide faster service," explained
Watson.
"The only thing that bothers
me is that I have to share my
office, but we're in the process of
rearranging office space," he said
with his feet propped on the desk.
"This job is a step up for me to a
director's position and I like it."
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Is America decadent?
Dr. Russell Kirk, author, nationally syndicated columnist, and academician, delivered the following address to the students and faculty of Hillsdale College
during a seminar of the Center for Constructive Alternatives entitled 'The Roots
of American Order," which is also the title
of Kirk's most recent book.
Kirk will visit Hope March 4 and 5
speaking in several classes and during community hour.
"Is America Decadent" by Russell Kirk,
printed in Vol. 5, No. 1 of imprimis, a
publication of Hillsdale College.

At Kansas City, early in the summer of
1971, President Richard Nixon talked informally to publishers, editors, and broadcasters about decadence.
Great civilizations, he said, tend to sink
into moral confusion once they have grown
rich. They lose their vigor, their purpose,
their end: by definition, they have become
decadent. "The United States," he went
on, "is now reaching that period."
According to C.E.M. Joan, "decadence"
is the loss of an object in existence. Have
these United States-or rather, the people
of this country-lost the sense of what
makes life worth living? Mr. Nixon was the
first president of these United States to
suggest, in public, that American character
and American institutions are seriously
decayed.
He then argued that only a strong
reaffirmation of moral purpose, and able

ethical leadership from the molders of
public opinion, could renew America's
promise. A year later, the coils of Watergate began to close round him.
As I read Mr. Nixon's remarks, in 1971,
there came into my head a passage from
Livy-from the historian Titus Livius, who
wrote only a few years before the birth of
Jesus of Nazareth.
"I hope my passion for Rome's past
does not impair my judgment," Livy
wrote, "for I honestly believe that no
country has ever been greater or purer than
ours, or richer in good citizens and noble
deeds.
"None has ever been free for so many
generations from the vices of avarice and
luxury; nowhere have thrift and plain living
for so long been held in esteem. Indeed,
with us poverty went hand in hand with
contentment."
Livy was describing the early Roman
Republic; but he might have been describing the early American Republic (allowing
some license for panegyric in both commonwealths).
"Of late years," Livy continued,
"wealth has made us greedy, and self-indulgence has brought us, through every
form of sensual excess, to be-if I may so
put it-in love with death, both individual
and collective." It was not Freud who
discovered the death-wish.
"But the study of history is the best
medicine for a sick mind," Livy told the
Romans of his age, "for in history you

have a record of the infinfte variety of
human experience plainly set out for all to
see; and in that record you can find for
yourself and your country both examples
and warnings: fine things to take as
models; base things, rotten through and
through, to avoid."
The Roman system endured, after a
fashion, some four centuries after Livy's
death; but it was not the Republic Livy
had loved, endowed with the high old
Roman virtue.
We still will be the richest of all nations
some years from now, Mr. Nixon told the
publicists; but "the critical question is
whether the United States will be a healthy
nation in terms of its moral strength."
May American vitality triumph once
more over negation and apathy? If that
vitality is permanently impaired-why, in
Eliot's famous line, "Here we go round the
prickly pear,/ At five o'clock in the morning"-hollow men, blown about by every
wind of doctrine in Death's Other Kingdom.
Thus far, the official national celebration of our Bicentenary has not triumphed
over negation and apathy. Mr. Richard
Gibbs, formerly executive director of
North Carolina's Bicentennial Commission,
has criticized mordantly the feebleness of
America's national effort at commemoration of the founding of this Republic. And
Mr. Gibbs knows what ought to be done.
"What is needed, of course, is a Bicentennial commemoration based on a comprehensive and historically reputable view
of the American Revolution in toto," he
writes, "not as truncated for academic or
other purposes.
"Beyond that, we also need a concept
of commemoration itself capable of inspiring and embracing activities on a plane
considerably above hedonism and self-congratulation and free rides on the earned
reputations of ancestors.
"In short, we are in need of an activist

commemorative concept, based on a true
and full history of the American Revolution, which will enable us not only to
understand and celebrate our heritage and
our present unparalleled circumstances of
liberty and prosperity, but also through the
conscious application of the founding
ideals and principles to make an extraordinary contribution of our own to the
continuing vitality of that heritage."
Amen to that. Decadence is a state of
mind; belief is nearly everything. President
Nixon fell to his ruin, but the Republic
need not decay irreparably. If the American people believe the prophets of doom,
then those prophecies will work their own
fulfillment; men and women, accepting
what they take to be fated, will cease to
struggle against adversity.
But if many people continue to have
hope-why, then there remains strong hope
for us all. That being so, people take arms
against a sea of troubles, and by opposing,
end them. Belief is nearly everything.
A primary purpose of this week-long
session of the Center for Constructive
Alternatives is to renew our hopes: to
examine the roots of our moral and our
social order, as a preparation, during our
celebration of the Bicentenary (which, I
remind you, is supposed to be commemorated right through the year 1989),
for watering and spading round those
roots.
As Livy knew, history is no mere
antiquarian exercise; rather, history informs us about the character of the permanent things. And the more closely we
study the roots of our order, the more we
understand how deep those roots grow, the
better we will apprehend that our order
deserves renewal, and the more hope for
reinvigoration will hearten us.
Most of my colleagues in this CCA will
concern themselves with institutions: with
roots of political and social order. Permit
continued on page 12, colum 1

as it is in heaven

The Fellowship of Hope
by K. Gary Hasek
and Tom Westervelt

The church of Jesus Christ, long ago, existed as a
community of people. Like all communities, they
held certain things in common.
Here is a list of some of those things.
They made a concerted effort to learn from their
leaders. They enjoyed each other's company, and
made personal and material commitments to^each
other and the community. They ate dinner together.
They kept feeling a sense of awe at what was
happening among them. They were a popular group,
and other people were eager to join.
The most important similarity among the people
is found in Acts 2:38, where Peter states the only
prerequisite to joining with all attendant privileges
and responsibilities. "Repent," he said, "and let
each of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ
for the forgiveness of your sins; and you shall
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit."
And so the first century Christians sought to
serve and know God by joining together.
But the matter that concerns us is the status of
the church of Jesus Christ today, at Hope. Today,
no less than then, such a vital unified community is
appropriate.
Instead, however, when one surveys the situation, he or she can see no such unity. Today, more
than in the first century, there is a great diversity of
Christians, even at Hope. An inspection of existing
religious structures reveals that some of us have no
community to plug into (more often than not
because of social distinctions), and that existing
communities do an inadequate job of helping
dedicated Christians find the companionship and
help of other, similarly dedicated. Christians.
This is not to imply that there is any dearth of
intelligent, enthusiastic, and dedicated Christians.
On the contrary, excellent ideas are being put forth
almost daily which, if backed by a large group or
exposed to a large group, would do much to meet
needs on the campus and lead many people to know
and serve God better.
We endorse Chaplain Hillegonds' proposal for the
founding of a Christian community to be known as
"The Fellowship of Hope." This is a call to a life of
commitment and discipline. Yet together we are
encouraging even an extension of this, the establish-

ment of one single Christian community at Hope, in
lieu of all others, to glorify God and provide
individuals a multitude of opportunities to live as
Christians. All this, it is to be remembered, founded
on what we believe to be the vision inaugurated on
Pentecost as described in Acts.
We perhaps cannot hope for the oneness of spirit
present at that time. But surely it is not impossible
to imagine a better situation than currently exists?
What we are suggesting is the establishment of an
organization, supported and endorsed by the college, to which all who have placed their faith in
Christ Jesus for salvation would willingly acknowledge membership. To do this the community will
have to be flexible and not binding. Each of us will
need to put aside some pride, some prejudices, and
some identity, in order to identify the whole of the
church at Hope more completely with her authorJesus Christ.
The fellowship as a whole could perhaps meet on
a weekly or bi-weekly basis to worship God. The
member's primary spiritual nourishment, though,
would come from a small group or cell chosen to fit
him or her best. Each cell would be free to pursue
God's will together in whatever way they saw best.
At the same time, each group maintains a positive
identity with the whole Body of Christ.
In addition, the fellowship can publicize and
support any number of different activities or programs. Communications among Christians would be
far better than now, and activities of worth would
be less likely to be ignored or missed by interested
people.
The Son prayed to the Father, "I do not ask on
behalf of these [the first disciples] alone, but for
those also who believe in Me through their word;
that they may all be one; even as Thou, Father, art
in Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be in Us;
that the world may believe that Thou didst send
Me."
Jesus did not say it would be easy. It cannot be.
Let this challenge stand: that all who want God's
will to come first, think about this idea, talk about
it, and pray about it. Perhaps for a month, perhaps
during Lent, every existing group could call a
moratorium, and give the Fellowship of Hope a try.
We believe it is worth a try.

ADAM SMITH AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD-Economics
historian Dr. William Campbell, an authority on Adam Smith, shared
his expertise on campus last Monday. Along with a public lecture on his
main interest, Campbell also made two classroom presentations during
the day.
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Update—The Pit

Food service to be added
Outside, billiard balls crack together and drop heavily into side
and corner pockets, pinball machines clang, flash and ring as the
scores spin crazily. Inside, someone may be picking out a tune on
a guitar, reading poetry or just
sipping coffee. The place: the Pit
in the DeWitt Cultural Center.
The Pit grew out of the combined efforts of students and
administrators who wanted to
create a place where students
could gather and enjoy informal,
quality entertainment in a relaxed
coffee-house type atmosphere.
Stew Galloway, who first conceived the idea, said that "the Pit

I ^

has become a lot more than what
I first envisioned."
The Pit seeks to provide a
variety of weekly entertainment.
Dave Vanderwel, director of
campus life, stated, "Since the Pit
is a stop on the New York coffeehouse circuit, we get quite a few
performers that way. Most of
these are looking for more exposure and experience. A lot of
the big names started out on the
coffee-house circuit and I feel we
can get quite a few good performers.
In addition to the entertainers
garnered from the circuit, regional
acts performing in western Michi-

gan are also sought. Vanderwel
also mentioned the Pit's use by
special groups such as the OPUS
staff who gave a poetry reading,
the Ministry of Christ's People
who have held an occasional worship service in the Pit, and other
groups who are free to use its
facilities.
There may soon be a change in
the Pit. Vanderwel anticipates a
food service to open sometime
this semester. This would greatly
enhance the attractiveness of the
Pit as a place where students can
gather for informal entertainment.
Vanderwel is convinced that "the
Pit is a great idea."

A VARIETY OF WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT-Featuring performers
from the New York Coffee House Circuit such as Guy and Pipp
Gillette, pictured here, the Pit has become a popular gathering for an
evening of informal entertainment.

Joint concert set for
Tuesday in chapel
The Hope Orchestra and Hope
Symphonette, Robert Ritsema
conductor, will present a joint
concert in Dimnent Chapel on
Tuesday, February 17, at 8 p.m.
The public is invited.
The Symphonette, a twentyeight member chamber orchestra,
will begin the program with two
traditional works, the "Water
Music Suite" by Handel, and
Symphony No. 5, the "Reforma
tion" Symphony by Felix Mendelssohn. Following this the
symphonette will be heard in a
contemporary work "Polyphonica
for Small Orchestra" by the
American
composer
Henry
Cowell,
and
the delightful
"Gopak" by Modest Mussorgsky.

Following intermission the full
symphony orchestra will perform
"Anthem from America" by
Ernest Bloch, followed by the
"John Jacob Niles Suite" by
Weldon
Hart,
and
"Dance
Rhythems" by Wallingford Riegger. The three full orchestra pieces
and the Cowell piece performed
by the symphonette are a part of
the year-long presentation of
American music by the Hope
orchestras.
The "Anthem from America"
is one of several pieces donated to
colleges and high schools throughout the country by the J. C.
Penney Company as a contribution to the fostering of American
music in 1976.

FOOD SERVICE PLANNED—When empty, the Pit serves as an excellent study area. Its attractiveness will
soon be enhanced by the addition of food service, according to Dave Vanderwel, director of campus life.

'Aesthetic lighting' reduced
• REDEEM THIS COUPON & SAVE' • • »» • • • ' • •

Steps taken to save energy
by Bill Geary

Sit down, relax for a moment
and consider how much it might
cost Hope to keep you warm
during February's coldest days.
Barry Werkman, director of
campus planning, wants students
to understand their responsibility
in helping to conserve energy and
help keep fuel costs down.
In the last fiscal year, ending
June 30, 1975, electrical consumption by Hope cost $168,014.
Heating expense was $126,180.
Anticipated spendings for this
year were $244,000 for electrical
energy and $117,000 for heat.
Since cost increase in the use of
electricity has increased 29 percent since July 1, the college is
concerned with using only the
energy it needs.
"We try to discontinue the use
of aesthetic lighting on campus,"
says Werkman. "In Peale Science
we're reducii\g the amount of
light we feel is excessive."
Walking through Peale Science
Center, one will note that only
every fourth or fifth hall light is
on.
Mechanical equipment in campus facilities have been set on
timing switches to remain inactive
from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. Exterior
lighting around campus is being
shut off at 1 or 2 a.m.
Werkman said, "Much of the
activity we have been involved in
is mechanical, making replace-

ments in light fixtures, putting
fluorescent lights in to replace
incandescents." Recently, anticipating a savings of $40,000 in
electrical costs, Hope has made
arrangements to purchase a primary electrical distribution system, allowing the college, as Werkman says, "to buy power
wholesale."
Once the system is installed,
Hope would have a mainline
power source. "We would own
our own transformers," says
Werkman. "The present primary
rate is 20 percent less than commercial or residential rates. Although installation of the system
complete with underground cable
will cost in excess of $200,000,
Werkman emphasized, "We will
save out of current rates and
within five years we will have the
whole system paid for.
"Additions like the new Physical Education Building will consume more power and smaller
projects like the renovation of
Vorhees for an admissions center
will contribute to a total kilowatt
increase. We want to keep costs
down."
Heat for the campus is supplied
by the power plant next to Carnegie Gym. The main plant was
constructed during the mid 1950's
to provide heat for major buildings on campus. "What we have
paid special attention to," says
Werkman, "is increased efficiency

by keeping the boilers clean and
operating on the maximum of
two." Four boilers are maintained
for service in the steam plant.
Natural gas and fuel oil are used as
fuel.
Michigan
power company
guarantees a certain amount of
heating fuel to the college each
year. The college is under contract
to use fuel supplies on a regular
basis as it deems necessary. There
is a contract devised by Michigan
power company which would be
less expensive but would interrupt
service and reduce fuel distribution especially on very cold days.
Werkman says, "We don't feel it
would be in our best interest to
have an interruptable contract. We
feel it is necessary to have non-interruptable service."
Werkman has anticipated the
possibility of the organizing of an
energy consumption program by
students and faculty. "We have
not made students aware," Werkman says, "of helping to reduce
energy consumption." With the
help of students and faculty, the
college energy conservation program will be complete.
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Twiddledee and Twiddledum

the jrefid/
It's time for this campus to get back to
the realm of practicality. There's just so
much of all this "supportive community,
Christian ideals, etc." that a sane person
can stand.
Nearly every proposal from every segment of the community has been so
steeped in idealistic rationale lately, that
we're beginning to wonder if anyone at
Hope ever does any of the regular everyday
things that people do.

living under them will obey them. The
current rules against drinking are virtually
ignored. They might as well not exist; for
all intents and purposes they don't. Allowing drinking in the dorms means nothing. It
doesn't mean the quality of life will go
down the drain, it doesn't mean the moral
character of Hope will crumble. It would
only mean that those who set the rules
have gotten some sense to go with their
noble ideals and vision and have decided to
deal with actual behavior in a practical
manner.

comments
Drinking, for example, involves two
desires on the part of the drinker. Either he
wants to satisfy his taste buds or he wants
to get drunk. No one drinks as an exercise
of his individual right to make his own
mature decisions in the privacy of his own
room. No one doesn't drink because
he's afraid the quality of life at Hope
will deteriorate and threaten the sense of
community or the future of fund-raising.
People drink if they like the taste or if they
want to get drunk.

Letters

rtMs

on

?

Those who are against drinking in dorms
are like over-protective parents, those who
make an issue in favor of it are like spoiled
children. Drinking is a fact. Do if it you
want to, and there's nothing anyone can do
to stop you.

i

i

your comments
The emphasis you seem to attribute to
me I judge to be one of the worst
inventions yet devised by the modem
educational system. My simple mind at
least, needs and rejoices in the recognition
that everything is what it is and not
something else: chemistry is chemistry,
math is math, art is art, history is history,
music is music, theology is theology, being
Christian is being Christian, and even
philosophy is philosophy.
I am as anxious as any, I think, about
the development of the disciplines into
separate esoteric enclaves, where chemists
can talk only to chemists, theologians to.
theologians, or philosophers to philosophers. But the alternative to that is surely
not to try to turn chemistry into religion,
or history into mathematics, or philosophy
into theology, or even to mix all of this up
into some unintelligible brew and label'that

Drinking—'What's
the bid deal?'
I don't see what the big deal is about. It
seems simple enough to let the "law"
forbidding drinking be kept on paper for
the contributions to the college it brings
and to go on breaking that law any time
one wants. Consider this: if drinking is
Z d e l S ; then some o f A e fu^ oFdoin
it will be gone-then what other form of
illegality might start to replace drinking?
David Whitehouse

UJt//, jf yea can't decide -fir yourself, ysa
, c*f\ set here -inat
(ue'oe conjenit*tly s*fplied y«u uiidi * deten rMWwa aAy dtinh
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reasons ?

§1
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art buchwald

Machiavellian plan

WASHINGTON - T h e
question
of velli said. "Look, right now every political
party but the Communists are tainted in
whether or not the United States should
Italy because it is widely believed their
finance political parties abroad through the
politicians are* on the CIA payroll. The
CIA doesn't seem to be a problem to the
only way we can reverse this is by putting
Administration. The only debate is about
the Communists on the payroll and cutting
what parties should receive the money.
off everyone else."
Rumor has it that the CIA plans to give $6
"But you can't cut off non-Communist
million to the Christian Democrats in Italy
politicians from CIA funds," I protested.
to make sure the Communists don't get
"The Right, the Center and the Non-Comelected. But there are some people in
munist Left depend on that money for
Washington who feel that now that the cat
their own personal expenses. They have
is out of the bag, the contribution could be
villas
to pay off, new cars to buy, Swiss
liberal arts education.
counterproductive.
bank accounts to keep up. You can't take
The cure is rather that a discipline
One of them is my friend Giulio
money out of their pockets just to defeat
undertake the discipline of talking about Machiavelli who knows the political situathe Communists."
itself so that it is intelligible to ordinary tion in Italy as well as anybody.
"Ah, but that's just the point,"
mortals who are not and never plan to be
"i think we should give money to a
Machiavelli said. "They won't be cut off.
specialists in that discipline. The extent to political party in Italy only if we're certain
When the Soviets find out the CIA is
which a specialist can do that is, I would it will produce results."
supporting the Communist Party in Italy,
judge, the measure even of how well he
"You mean to the Christian Demothe KGB will have no choice but to
really understands his own specialty.
crats?" I said.
support the Christian Democrats. If we're
We are, of course, in part creatures of
"No, I mean to the Italian Communist
to believe our government, the Soviets
sentiment; and there is abroad a kind of Party."
pour
in a lot more money for an election in
sentimentality that delights in making of
"Have you gone mad?" I said to
a foreign country than the Americans do
human lore one vast congenial and jollily Machiavelli. "Why would we give money to
and, therefore, the Christian Democrats
inchoate mush, in which everything is the Italian Communist Party?"
will have more funds to salt away for
really everything else. We are also creatures.
"It's very simple. If the CIA hands over
themselves than when they were financed
of intellect, calling above all for precision the funds to the Italian Communist Party,
by the CIA."
in thought, which happens when we make everyone will say the Communists in Italy
"It's an interesting proposal," I said.
clear distinctions between things. I am not work for the CIA and the center parties
"But what happens if the CIA financing is
sure the former end is worth ten thousand will win the election."
so successful the Communists win in
"But that's Machiavellian," I told my
dollars of anybody's money for tuition. To
friend. "The American people would never
Italy?"
leam to think clearly just might be.
"There is very little chance of that
D. Ivan Dykstra stand for it."
happening. In almost all cases whichever
"Neither would the Italians," MachiaProfessor of Philosophy
side the CIA supports in an election loses.
But we must make sure that there is a great
deal of publicity that the Communists in
Italy are being financed by the Central
|Dpe college
Intelligence Agency."
"How would you publicize something
like that?"
"We'd get Director William Colby to
lolland. michigan
brief a congressional watchdog committee
in secret session that the CIA was going to
give $6 million to the Italian Communist
Under the authority of the Student Communicaitions and Media
Party. He would make them all swear that
Committee, the anchor is puUUied weekly, except during vacation,
they wouldn't reveal a word of it to
holiday and examination periods, by and for the students of Hope
anyone.
.
"Five
minutes
after
the
briefing
was
College, Holland, Michigan. Subscription price: $8 per year. Member,
ov6r, every newspaper bureau in Washingthe Associated Collegiate Press. Printed by the Composing koom,
ton would know about it. The day after
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Office located on groundfloorof Graves Hall
the story was printed the White House
Telephone 392-5111, extension 2285. The opinidns on this page are
would deny it. As soon as the denial came
not necessarily thoee of die Hope College student body, faculty or
out, everyone in Italy would believe it was
administration.
Subscriptions Manager. . •
Tom Page true."
Editor
Robert Eckert
"It's brilliant," I told Machiavelli. "But
Jim Lampert
Associate Editor
Barbara Brown Critiques Editor
if the CIA starts supporting Communist
Assistant Editor
Suzanne Watterson Reporters. . .Barb Brainard, Samme Orwig,
parties in other countries, won't it hurt
Terry Graham, Margie Johnson,
Copy Editor
.Ken Kutzleb
detente?"
Tom McConnon, Marcy Darin,
Sports Editor
Mel Vandemjoien
"It might," he replied, "but what better
Phillip Virgen, Doiig Irons,
Photography Editor
Randy Putah
way to show the Soviets that we mean
. Bob Post, Doug Paine,
business?"
Cartoonist
••••• Stoppe
Bill Geary
Business-Advertising
John Vin Zanten
(c) 1976, Los Angeles Times

Cites 'misrepresentation
I think I want to set the record straight
on an item in last week's (Feb. 6) anchor.
Mr. Eckert's essay left the impression that I
find the meaning of Liberal Education to
be tied up with "showing the interrelations
among the disciplines." This is an important misrepresentation of my views.
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This doesn't let those of you who
support the proposal off the hook. You're
wasting your time. The rules of the powers
that be are designed to keep the game alive.
Try playing by their rules and you'll get
only as far as their rules want you to. If
you accept their insistence on phrases like
"quality of life," and "supportive community" then phrases like "drinking"
haven't got a chance. "Quality of life" is
intentionally ambiguous so that it can be
redefined to f i t their taste. But "quality of
life" and the others are not designed to
handle phrases like "we wanna get drunk."
Hit 'em with life like it really happens and
they haven't got a chance. Allow their
belief in the "caring, sharing myth," and
you'll get caught in the same nebulous,
intangible web of noble sentiments that are
viable only in theory.

We're having a hard time supporting
either of the two camps that represent the
pros and cons on the current drinking
proposal. First, to those who are against it.
Rules are only effective as far as those
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Singer's tales—daily life with air of mysticism
by Kate Solms
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There is an air of mysticism
that winds its way through every
piece of writing. Superstition and
folktales play a large part. There is
often a narrator telling the story,
and it leaves the impression that
these are all stories handed down,
told and re-told and perhaps
embellished a little with every
telling. The beginnings of these
stories make . the narrator immediately known.
"Many times in the past I have
wished the impossible to happenand then it happened," (Alone).
"Even though I have reached the
point where a great part of my
earnings is given away in taxes, I
still have the habit of eating in
cafeterias when I am by myself,"
(The Cafeteria). "There are
knocks and knocks. A knock on
the head is no joke," (The Chimney Sweep). "Why should a
wealthy girl remain unmarried?
This, my children, nobody can
explain," (The Primper).
Sometimes, this narrator will"
describe a scene before he
launches into the story. There is
probably no better description of
the close, quiet background, the
warmth and old-world feeling that
Singer sketches in behind each
story, than this beginning of

"Isaac Bashevis Singer," someone echoed me blankly in the
Kletz, "is he a theologian?"
Well, sort of. He also wrote a
Broadway play, is frequently published in the New Yorker, and still
remains an unassuming, quiet
figure to most of America.
Isaac Singer is a writer of
novels and short stories. He was
bom eighty-two years ago in
Poland, the son of a rabbi. It was
not until the late 1%0's that he
became •'discovered" by the general public, and even then, it was a
pretty slow discovery. Now, a
recent book of short stories. Passions, is on the best-seller list.
One of his stories, Yentl, was
produced as a Broadway play.
And recently. Gene Shalit said on
the Today show, "If I had to pick
one author I was certain people
would still be reading one hundred years from now, it would be
Isaac Bashevis Singer."
It is all pretty wide recognition
for a man who writes about a very
small world (or so it seems at first,
glance). For most of Singer's
stories are concerned with the
everyday life df the observant
Jew, and usually are set in Poland.
This world of Singer's is a close
community of people whose lives Stories from Behind the Stove:
'revolve around the Torah, the
Outside, a heavy snow
Sabbath, and alF things devout and
was falling. Toward evening,
frost had set in. An icy wind
Kosher.

blew from the Vistula, but
in the study house the clay
oven was burning hot. Beg' gars roasted potatoes in the
coals. Boys who studied at
night marked their places by
laying their sashes on their
open books, and listened to
stories.
It is a quiet background, but it
does not remain so for long. Singer's stories move and leap across
the page, and it is mainly because
his characters are so understandable and the situations they become entangled in are universally
human.
Singer writes about his characters with a loving attention to
detail. In his-short story. Blood, he
simply reports on the main character, Risha, who later in the
story becomes an adulterer.
From the very description, it is
easy to tell this woman is up to no
good: "Risha, corpulent and
strong as a man, was a good
housekeeper and knew how to
manage a farm. Under her kerchief she had a full head of red
hair and eyes as green as gooseberries. Her bosom was high and
she has the broad hips of a childbearer. Though she had not had
children by either of her first two
husbands, she contended it was
their fault. She had a loud voice
and when she laughed, she could
be heard from far off."
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^The anchor of 1911 was more or less a cross
between a newspaper, a literary magazine, and an
alumni magazine. In monthly magazine form the
anchor featured creative writing in the forms of
fiction, non-fiction and poetry, numerous editorials
and information on Hope graduates. The only
campus news in the anchors of 1911 was on the
sports pages and whatever could be gleaned from
the comments made in editorials. There were also a
number of special issues featuring pictures of
societies on campus and articles written by and
about members of the fraternities and sororities.
An item from the Knickerbocker issue, for
example: "The duty of this nation is obvious. The
Bible should again find a place in our schools and
thus stem the tide of immorality and save our future
citizens from impending dangers. We must not
persist in excluding the Bible from our schools and
thus withhold from the youth the most valuable
weapon to ward off the onslaughts of evil."
*A series of short articles under the general heading
of "Imitations of Baconian Style" included opinions
on athletics, college literary societies and, in 1911,
women's rights: "Truly, man knoweth woman not.
In her mind there is no thought of equaling or
outstripping man. She knoweth her sphere, she still
wisheth for man's protection."
*See if you can guess why the barber shop that ran
this ad is out of business now: "A.M. seven o'clock/
The door we unlock./ When you stop/ In you flop/
Out you hop/ With work that's tip top/ At our
Barber Shop."

^Fraternities, sororities, rushing and pledging have
their critics now, and they had them then. A 1911
editorial stated, "The new student has scarcely
reached town, before he is harassed with glowing or
depreciating accounts of the various societies and
almost by main force turned toward some particular
organization as the goal of his hopes. Meanwhile the
intense desire for new members causes some campaigners to stoop to measures which they would
hardly dare to lay bare, measures unworthy of
students at a Christian school."
*Along with a shave and a haircut, the Red Cross
Barber shop offered the services of "two bath
rooms."
^An editorial praised Amherst College in Massachusetts for instituting an entrance requirement of four
years in Latin or Greek and a two year requirement
in either of those languages as part of the college
curriculum. The editorial called for Hopp to follow
Amherst's lead.
*Censorship in the library was also the object of an
editorial attack. "Why do we look in vain in the
college library for Tolstoi, Turgenev, Balzac, Shaw,
Marx and Nietzsche? Are the writings of these men
regarded as too radical, too revolutionary; or do
they conflict with the religious and philosophic
atmosphere of out college? . . . The student of
today demands that he be allowed to think and
choose for himself
We say emphatically that in
being denied access to the original sources of
differing views we are being done an injustice."
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In The Chimney Sweep, a man
On the other hand, the gentle
professor who loves birds in the named Yash hits his head and
story Pigeons is immediately turns into a mind reader. Another
recognizable as a kind, elderly knock on the head, and he is an
man whose life has been spent as a ordinary chimney sweep again. It
scholar: "He was a small man with sounds like a simple device but it
a bent back, a sparse beard, which is told with the sincerity and
from white had turned yellowish wonder of an actual supernatural
again, a crooked nose, and a event. And, as one of Singer's own
sunken mouth. His thick lensed characters might say, who knows
spectacles made his brown eyes what powers there are beyond
under their bushy brows appear human comprehension?
41
Sometimes, Singer will come
larger and somewhat crossed. He v
always wore the same greenish out of this world into a consurtout and shoes with elastic temporary setting, but his stories
are still written with the same
inserts and rounded toes...
One of Singer's most mem- simplicity. The Son takes place in
orable characters is the title char- New York City. A man who had
acter of The Primper, a woman left his wife and child many years
named Adele Zuckerberg. She is ago in Israel is now waiting for his
obsessed with clothing, and son's arrival to America. He waits
spends her entire life at fittings at the dock'and we hear all of his
with milliners, dressmakers, and thoughts. One of the most poigshoemakers. The narrator is a nant moments in the story comes
woman who owns a dry goods when the passengers are getting
store, where Adele understand- off the boat, and the man misably spends much of her time: takes another person for his son:
This is he, something
"My husband, he should rest in
screamed
in me. I tore mypeace, was by nature an angry
self from my comer to run
man. He had no patience with her.
to him. He was searching for
'What is she searching for?' he
someone. A fatherly love
would ask 'For last year's snow?
awoke
in me. His cheeks
For whom is she adorning herself
were sunken and^a sickly
for, the Angel of Death?' She
pallor lay on his face. He is
came to ask me questions as
sick, he has consumption, I
though I was an authority. 'Can
thought anxiously. Sudone wear a green shawl over a
denly a thick woman wadbrown cape? What does one wear
dled over to him and locked
to a party celebrating the birth of
him in her* arms. Her cry
a first-bom son?' "
turned into a kind of barkAdele, as can be imagined,
ing; sdon a whole bunch of
comes to grief because of this
relatives came up. They had
obsession. She discovers in her old
snatched a son from me
age that Jews are not permitted
who was not mine! There
luxurious burial clothes and she
was a kind of spiritual kidhas already outfitted herself with
napping in the whole
an entire wardrobe of shrouds. So
Adele converts toOatholicism for
thing.
the sake of her vanity. The narLater, when the man finds his
rator solemnly warns at the end of son in the crowd, there is an
the story that a passion "can immediate unity between them.
flood the brain" and leave a Here is another kind of mystery:
person senseless to the true values the tie between father and son.
"We stood still with that feeling
of the world.
Many of Singer's stories are of belonging together that needs
about a person straying from the no words."
Isaac Singer has a character say
laws of Judaism because of a
passion or a misconception or a in one of his short stories, "In my
rebellious nature. In The Blas- time, we . could find miracles
phemer a young man begins to everywhere." There are miracles
question basic tenets of belief and everywhere in Singer's own
makes radical statement^. He is writing; pne only has to hear them
driven out of town. In Blood, a to understand what a brilliant
married woman falls in love with a author he is.
butcher and has an affair With
him, and is shunned by the town
she lives in. .
There is no room in this world
of the observant Jew for such
straying from the commandments.
There are limits that tradition and
religion draw, and it is best to live
Dr. Jack Holmes, assistant promoderately within these boundaries. But there are no limits to fessor of political science, will
the imagination, and no bound- present a paper to the annual
aries to the world of the super- meeting .of the International Stunatural. In many of Singer's dies Association later this month.
Holmes'
presentation
"A
stories, his characters tell inMood/Interest
Theory
of
Americredible tales of people being
spirited away in the night by evil can Foreign Policy" will be part
beings, of houses that disappear of a panel discussion on foreign
and then reappear again, o t pre- policy in the contemporary international system.
dictive dreams and the ghosts of
The meeting will be Ijeld in
the dead coming back to haunt
Toronto
Feb. 25-29.
the living.
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Students get inside view of the nation's capital
The following is written by
Doug Hoogerhyde, a participant
In the Washington Semester. His is
the first of a series of articles that
will describe the nation's capital
from the inside.

After a week of interviews and
sore feet, the Hope Washington
Semester group has finally settled
in at the nation's capital.
! We arrived January 11. It had
snowed most of the way down
and the weather was unseasonably
cold. As we pulled into the District limits, we felt relieved; but
this was only to las( for a short
period.
Being amateurs in the capital
city, the first thing we did was get
lost. Little did we know it, but
losing our way in the city was to
become a common occurrence for
us the first few days.
Initially, the entire group
roomed at the Clarendon Hotel
Court in Arlington, Virginia. I
think the first week was a bit of
an adjustment for most of the
group. We no longer were protected by the serene walls of Van
Raalte; we began to get a glimpse
of what life was all about.
Our first week and a half was
spent
interviewing
different
lobbying and interest groups.
None of the groups we visited
could be bunched under one
political label; the entire political
spectrum was represented.
One morning we were at the
AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Education, that afternoon we
went down the street to the
National Chamber of Commerce.
The next morning we talked with
a former general at the Association of the U.S. Army, that afternoon was spent at the Quaker's
Friends Committee on National
Legislation.
This first series of interviews
provided us with an early insight
into the political going-ons of
Washington. While every group
was intensely concerned with its
issues and clientele, the thing
which struck me was their talk of
trade-offs or compromise.
It seems that nothing can be
initiated by one group and hope
to be accomplished without its
being altered in some way by the
opposing forces. The political
system begins on the lowest levels

and' works its way up to the
compromises between Congress
and the President.
The great versatility of Washington is one of the biggest pluses
this program has going for it. No
matter how many years you or I
spent studying at Hope, there are
some things we never would be
able to leam. It seems to me that
a semester away from school is an
asset to anyone's educational experience.
This city,- for example, offers
opportunities to us students here
that we never would be able to
find in Holland or Grand Rapids.
There are innumerable artistic and
cultural places to visit, the city is
full of historic sites, theaters
abound, bars are plentiful, and the
people come from diverse backgrounds and live varied lifestyles.
The Kennedy Center can be
enjoyed by anyone, not just presidents and statesmen. There is a
continuous calendar of plays and
concerts happening there. And
(being true to my Dutch heritage)
the best part is that many of these
happenings are free, of charge.
If the theater doesn't excite
you, you can always head out to
Capital Center and catch the Ice
Capades or a Caps hockey game or
the action of the Washington
Bullets basketball team.
Or if you're not a "jock," the
Georgetown area offers great
restaurants, bars, -and quaint
shops. The area has been renovated, and now attracts many of
the D.C. people.
The city not only offers things
to do, but caters to students as
well. Most of the theaters offer
student rates, as do the galleries
and concert halls. Unfortunately,
the saloons have not followed in
this generous practice.
Before anyone gets the idea
that this semester is just fun, let
me say something about the real
thrust of the program. During out
time here we are each participating in two six-week long working
internships. One is done in the
legislative branch and the other in
the executive branch or with an
interest group.
Nine members of the group are
doing their first internship in Congressional offices. Working "on
the Hill" has become a daily

Bob TuRNbull

The Chaplain of
UlaiKIKi Beach
Invites You To Consider
A Staff Position With
The Waikiki Beach Resort Chaplaincy

Republican Party National Headquarters; both are involved with
the research division. With elections just around the comer, most
of their time has been spent researching issues and candidates.
Nancy has been put in charge of
the file for Democratic Presidential hopeful, Sergeant Shriver.
This involves careful study of the
newspapers and research into
areas of Shriver's weaknesses.
Gretchen, a biology major, has
been writing fact sheets concerning the Republican Party's stand
on major issues. To supplement
her biology major, she attends a
weekly lab on organic chemistry.
Her second internship will be at
Georgetown University where she
will be involved with research of
the bio-chemistry and behavior of
wasps and aphids.
Gary Kirchner, who is doing
radio and television ad work for
Morris Udall's campaign committee, may have an opportunity
to travel to New Hampshire or
Massachusetts and participate in
the grass-roots level of campaign
work before the primaries.

occurrence for Dave Vander Haar,
Tom Doerr, Jerry Gierman, Jeff
Bremer, Sally Sprague, Renato
Denato, Kathi Machle, Bill
TeWinkle and myself.
The jobs these people do vary
from office to office. Many do
casework, research, and draft replies to constituent letters. Some
attend committee hearings as
representatives from their office
and file reports with their representative. Others, like Renato
Denato, have attended lobbyist
sponsored receptions with their
representatives.
Tom Doerr, in one of his first
assignments,
managed
to
straighten out a defense contract
dispute for a constituent business.
Through Doerr's digging and factfinding he was able to help the
local business obtain a substantial
defense contract (1.2 million) it
was rightfully entitled to. Now he
is busy gathering research for
speeches his boss, Congresswoman
Meyner, will soon give.
Two other students, Nancy
McCaUum and Gretchen Geldmaker, are busy working at the

Murray explains departure

Dropping in on a drop-out
is one of the things that kept me
there as long as I was there. But
the requirements had me screwed
up. I couldn't see taking all those
hours of science and language. But
that's just for me as an individual,
not for students in general.

by Robert Eckert

Long blond hair and sunglasses: For most Hope students
that brief description can only
bring to mind Rodney Murray. A
familiar face on campus, in the
Kletz or at Skiles for the last three
years, he was noticeably absent
last semester, and although he has
returned to Holland, he has not
returned to Hope.
Murray left Hope last April
with five complete and one unfinished semesters under his belt.
Dropping out was a decision that
was a long time in coming. "Some
people know as soon as they're
out of high school that they're
not ready for college. It took me
two and a half years."
Some people, also, blame
factors outside themselves when
they quit school. In Murray's case
it was all himself. "I'm a confused
person. Anybody who says they
have it all together is a liar. My
confusion seemed to take up a
greater part of my time. Confusion of self is confusion about life.
'Why the hell am I here?' There's
all those unanswered questions
that bothered me."
Murray emphasized that the

"Hope is backward in a few
ways. People being opposed to
drinking on campus is ridiculous."
So far, getting away from it all
has been helpful to Murray.
"Lately I haven't been as anxiety
ridden. Second semester last year
J was a bundle of nerves. Anxiety
reflected on my work as a student
and that compounded my problems."
RODNEY MURRAY

weaknesses that led to his premature departure rest with him
and not with Hope. "It's not
because I'm dismayed with education or Hope, I can't hack school
right now.
"It's generally a good school. I
really like most of the English
teachers; the English department

Activities Calendar
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13

Concert: Dick Jennings, Pit, 9 to 11 p.m.
Marigolds, Winants, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
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Administrator
Waikiki Beach Resort Chaplaincy
P.O. Box 15488
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

Faculty Chamber Music, Wichers, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17

Please send me your free brochure and manual.

His nonchalant attitude toward
the future would frighten some,
but Murray is content with the
present. "Hell with the future,
m a n . . . I do have aspirations,
though, I'd like to become a
millionaire or a sheepherder in
Afghanistan.'

18

Wrestling: Albion, Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Basketball: Aquinas, Civic Center, 8 p.m.
Winter Break Begins, 5:20 p.m.

ADDRESS.
CITY
STATE.

Orchestra Concert, Dimnent, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

"Whenever I'd read an assignment I would think, 'I'm doing
this to be graded.' The key to
being a good student is to transcend the idea of being graded, but
I couldn't get past that. You've
got to treat school more as a
pleasurable thing."

"Working in general in the east
coast was not very healthy. I was
stagnating. I needed something to
stimulate my mind. I came out
here for a vacation. I'm here as
long as my money holds out or
until I find work."

Movie: The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15
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14

Open Jam, Pit, 9 to ?
Marigolds, Winants, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

When he's ready, Murray does
intend to return to school. "I
want to finish but I'm not ready
now. I'm not a men tally-disciplined person, I don't follow
schedules very well. I never could
get past the hang-up of reading
something for a grade.

Many students' complaints
about Hope include criticims of
Holland, however, Murray chose
to return to Holland. "I'm from
the east coast, from the Philly
area, spending most of 22 years
there is a drag. It's total nonsense.
I couldn't stand it anymore.

Movie: The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon

Send for
Free Brochure and Manual
(Print Clearly)

Udall is considered a strong
contender in both these states,
and Gary enthusiasticly hopes
Udall will fare well If he does, the
possibilities of Gary continuing
campaign work here this summer
seem quite likely.
One of the students first internship is in the executive
branch. Rachel Hesselink, a junior
political science and communication major, is working in the
Office of the Assistant Press
Secretary for Domestic Affairs.
Her schedule includes attendance at Presidential Press Secretary Ron Nessen's daily press
briefings, research, and handling
requests for President Ford's position on domestic issues. Rachel's
job required her to get security
clearance before she could start,
but now she has access to almost
all areas of the Executive Office
Buildings and the White House.
As you can tell all of us are
experiencing first hand, the many
facets of our political process. Our
experience here should prove to
be a valuable asset to our education at Hope.
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Students
explain
*

.6

drinking
proposal

It happens every spring; like
tulip bulbs crammed alongside
HoUand street curbs, campus
governance bodies sludge through
the winter, tuck the earth between their teeth, and blast their
way to the surface, just behind
the groundhog.
This spring the blast of new life
and activity centers around the
drinkingJssue drawn up by Dean
of Students Michael Gerrie; Dave
Vanderwel, director of campus
life; Garry Demarest, counseling
director, Coordinator of Residential Life Elaine Van Liere; and
Student Congress officers Jim
Donkersloot, Dave Teater and
Gwen DeBoer.
The proposal, as it now stands,
reads: "We • are philosophically
supportive of the process model
of governance in the residence

halls (students and staff actively
engaged in the decision-making
process). We feel that it is consistent with our committee and
board system in that it serves as
an extension of the system and
decentralizes it to the hall level.
''We also recognize that total
commitment of both time and
energy by students and staff is
necessary, and that the absence of
a more full time professionallytrained staff in the residence hall
is a handicap that we are working
to overcome.
"Further, we believe that the
process model of governance can
work within v existing college
policy lines. We presently tend to
be supportive of the foUowing
policy statesments which are the
most sensitive in the minds of
both students and staff.
"Hope College does not sup-

Hope's policy compared

Seven

port the consumption of alcohol
within its community. The use of
alcohol by individuals or groups in
all public areas of college property
is prohibited. The coUege, however, recognizes the right of an
individual to decide for. himself
with regard to the use of alcohol
and will respect that right within
the confines of the individual's
own room.
"When
behavior^ associated
with alcohol interfere* with the
rights of other community members, the community shall hold the
individual responsible for his be-

havior through established confrontation and judicial procedures."

DeBoer said, "This does not
mean that this community condones the presence or consumption of alcohol, but will respect
the private decisions of individual
community members. This policy
does not in any way support or
allow keggers or hall parties."
As to whether these specifics

can be enforced at the stated
level, "According to the governance policy, each residential community decides the particular
manner in which all rules are
enforced, whether the R.A. takes
on the sole responsibility, or
whether every member in the
community is included in this
obligation. But it would be enforced on all campus property,
except private rooms."
Student Congress voted in
favor of the proposal by a 15 to
ten margin. The questionnaire distributed by Student Congress concerning this issue was filled out by
1,121 students. At this point in
tabulations, 651 responded favorably, while 470 were opposed.
In terms of the weight carried
by the results of this questionnaire, Campus Life Board members will be aware of the feelings
of the student body, and will take
it into consideration in their decision-making.

Drinking rules vary in MIA A Hope drinkers have
by Barbara Brown

It is a well known fact to all of
the students at Hope that the
consumption
of ' alcoholic
beverages on campus is against
school policy. The proposal to
allow drinking, which has recently
received support by Student Congress, must now be presented to
other committees and boards before a final decision is made.
The drinking policy at Calvin
College is quite similar to Hope's
policy. According to a spokesman
for the dean's office at Calvin,
"There is no drinking on campus,
no possession or use of alcohol."
If a student is caught with alcohol
on the campus or in his room, he
would have to be disciplined. It
was also mentioned that quite a
few groups of students have requested to have alcoholic beverages at off-campus special occasions, but they have not been
granted.
Mrs. Trader, dean of students
at Kalamazoo College, stated, "We
do allow drinking in the residence
halls, but liquor may not be sold
on campus." Trader also commented that there may be alcoholic beverages at registered

occasions in the Union Building, Olivet College. He commented
depending on the size of the that there may not be liquor at
group and whether or not there college supported functions and if
was a deposit put down by the a student comes back to campus
group.
intoxicated (which is extremely
As of second semester last hard to prove), they are held
year, the drinking policy on responsible for any damage done
Adrian's campus has changed to to college property. Ritchey also
include the use of aocoholic stated, "No student is to have any
beverages "in the privacy of the empty liquor containers within
students' residence hall rooms, their rooms, but this rule is not
with reasonable amounts of strictly enforced."
people in each room."
The drinking policy, adopted
According to Tony Archibald^ four years ago at Alma College,
associate dean of students, "If an states that, "Students may deteroff-campus party or special event mine whether or not they are
is supported by the college, alco- going to use alcoholic beverages,
hol is allowed with their permis- but they may only drink in the
sion. If it is not funded or sup- private units of the residence
ported by the college, there is no halls," according to the Assistant
drinking permitted." Archibald to the Provost for Student Affairs
also mentioned that when this Jeff Southern. This does not inpolity was established, it was clude such areas as hallways,
adopted on a two-year trial basis lounges or the college grounds.
and will be reviewed by the Board
Southern said for special colof Trustees at the end of the lege functions the school is altwo-year period.
lowed up to five liquor licenses
"Alcoholic
beverages
on per year, but the college must
campus, in the residence halls or apply for each individual license.
in private rooms is against the He remarked, "that the policy has
college's rules-but, I'm sure it been well received by the students
goes on,"-stated Mr. Ritchey, and there are no real problems
associate dean of students at with it."

clean slate with HPD
Chances are you will not see a
fellow student arrested for drunkdriving or drunk and disorderly
behavior during your four years at
Hope, according to the Holland
Police Department.
Records indicate that in the
past two years there have been
approximately 200 arrests in Holland for drunk driving, and not
one of them involved a Hope
student. Although this is not too
surprising, due to the proximity
of the Crazy Horse Saloon and
Skiles Tavern. What perhaps is
more surprising is that also during
the last two years there have been
close to 270 arrests for drunk and
disorderly behavior, and again
there were no Hope students included in that number.
Contrary to the idea many
people7have of "college towns,"
Hope does not have a reputation
of student problems, at least not
in the area of alcohol. Officer
Elizabeth Wackemagel of the
Community Relations branch of
the Holland Police Dept. commented, "We do not consider

Hope students a problem in the
area of alcohol misdemeanors in
the city. Most of the problems
occur as racial fights in places
such as Eddie's Bar or the Seaway
Bar. Most of the fights are between men of 17 to 35 years, and
generally those of Mexican-American descent."
Wackemagel, a 1974 Hope
graduate, said that the drinking
regulations on campus are "really
of little consequence to the problems related to drinking that are
encountered by the department,"
but added, "I suppose that
campus security would see the
regulations in a different light.
They essentially handle any problems of this sort on campus."
It was Officer Wackemagel's
opinion also that in general there
would be "little or no opposition"
in the police department to any
change in the college's regulations
for on-campus drinking. "It's
really of little concern here. We
have a very high opinion of the
way the students handle themselves," she said
i
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President lists 'reservations' on drinking proposal
The following is taken from a
letter written by President Gordon Van Wylen to Dean of Students Michael Gerrie. In it. Dr.
Van Wylen responds to the proposal written by Gerrie and three
students that would allow students to drink in the privacy of
their rooms.

On the matter of alcohol, I
have very serious reservations
about the recommendations you
have made. In order to present my
views as accurately as possible, let
me first state some personal views
on this matter, so that you will
know the presuppositions upon
which I base my conclusions:
1. The use or non-use of alcohol is in itself not a matter
of right and wrong. Non-use
is not, per se, more Christian or more right than the
use of it. Use or non-use of
alcohol is a matter for individual decision.
2. Dependence on alcohol, and
certainly any excessive use,
does have moral and ethical
implications as regards our
body, our impact on others,
and our ability to fulfill our
mission and purpose in life.
It is this dependence on
alcohol, and any excessive
use, which has implications
as far as Christian faith and
commitment are concerned.
3. We live in a time of both
great stress (due to such
factors as economic and social pressures, the rapid rate
of change, etc.) and of
much dependence upon and
excessive use of alcohol.
Stress and dependence upon
alcohol are, no doubt,
closely related, for many
turn to alcohol, and use it
excessively, as a response to
the great pressures which we
experience in contemporary
society.
4. Problems associated with
the use of alcohol constitute
some of the most pressing
social problems of this day.
Many social workers believe
that it is a far more severe
problem than drugs. While
we cannot change the world
by our policies at Hope, we
should strive to prepare our
students to live responsibly
in such a world.
As I have sought to examine
the implications of this for us at
Hope, I believe there are several
things to bear in mind as regards
the college:
1. The college years are a
period
of
considerable
stress. The approach which
a student takes to handling
stress in college will certainly bear on his ability to
handle stress during all of
his life. One of the great
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GORDON VAN WYLEN

things about a residential
college, and particularly one
which seeks to take Christianity seriously, is that it is
a supporting community.
This is the best approach to
stress that I know, and one
which we should strive to
develop here at Hope.
2. For most students, the years
at college, and particularly
the first few years, are a
crucial period of transition
from home to life as an
individual. This has implications as to need for a supportive environment. I certainly do not support "in
loco parentes", but the alternative to this is not complete "laissez faire."
I believe we should strive to
develop a supportive environment in which students
can make decisions without
undue social pressure, evaluate and test the wisdom and
consequences of these decisions, and do so in an environment which promotes
the fullest and noblest personal development.
3. We live in a crowded, fairly
closely-knit
community1,500 students within a
couple of blocks. None of
us can be totally isolated
anywhere, but certainly not
at Hope. What any one student does in a residential
hall, certainly influences
others.
Some rules (such as those
relating to noise) are made
for the benefit of the larger
community, and this is certainly appropriate. In your
memorandum you acknowledged that a balance is necessary between the rights
of the individual and the
rights of the community. I
fully support this.
4. Our primary goal is excellence in undergraduate,
liberal arts education. This
has implications for mind,
body, and soul. Since we are
a residential college, the experiences of students in the
residence halls are a vital
part of their education. Decisions which are made in
regard to our residence halls
• ought to be made with this

primary goal in mind, yet
keeping in mind, of course,
the rights of the individual.
How do all of these observations come together in regard to
an alcohol policy? In my judgment, after considering the proposal you have made, and other
alternatives as well, I have concluded that our policy of prohibiting the use of alcohol in the
residence halls or on campus is the
best course of action to follow.
My reasons for this are as follows:
1. I believe that this policy,
among all other alternatives
available, will best promote
the development and maintenance of a supportive,
concerned academic community. One of the distinguishing characteristics of
Hope over the years has
been that it is such a community.
The result of having such a
community is found in the
lives and accomplishments
of our graduates. We have
the responsibility to continue
to develop and
strengthen such a community and environment.
2. I believe that this policy
best prevents easy dependence upon alcohol among
our students.
3. I further believe this policy
best promotes the development of an environment
where we can achieve our
overall goals with a real degree of excellence. I am
convinced that our academic goals, our programs
in intramural and intercollegiate sports, theater, and
music will be more fully
accomplished if we maintain
our present policy of prohibiting the consumption of
alcohol in the residence
halls.
4. Many different decisions,
made over many years, have
gone into making Hope the
academic institution and
community it is today. It is
impossible to determine the
full significance of any
single decision which has
been made in the past, or to
fully ascertain the future
impact of a decision we
make today.
Yet, we are called upon to
estimate, as accurately as we

can, the consequences of
the decisions we make today. It is my conviction that
the proposed change in
policy regarding consumption of alcohol in the residence halls, would signifi-'
cantly change, and not for
the better, the character of
the college. This would not
be an immediate change,
but rather one which would
evolve over the years, and
make its impact upon the
goals, the personnel of the
college, and nature of our
community.
Thus, I have come to the conclusion that our present policy,
among all the alternatives available, is the policy which we
should continue to follow.
In your memorandum you
state that the primary reason for
the recommended change in our
policy regarding alcohol relates to
the issue of individual privacy and
the problems this poses for enforcement in relation to the
policy itself.
I deeply respect this right of
individual privacy, and wish to
comment on it. Let me first comment on individual privacy as it
relates to the policy itself, and
then comment on the matter of
enforcement.
If we make clear what our
policies and regulations are in
regard to our residence halls (including the prohibition of the use
of alcohol), a student who decides
to come to Hope and live in the
residence halls has a commitment
to abide by these rules. His right
to individual privacy is within the
context of the rules which were in
force when he made the decision
to come to Hope and live in the
residence halls.
All of our policies should be
made clear to a student before he
enrolls at Hope and chooses to
live in the residence halls, for
when he decides to come, he
aotepts these policies. This does
not, of course, mean that a student cannot urge that these policies be changed. It does mean that
he cannot base his argument on a
violation of his individual privacy.
Enforcement of any college
policies, when necessary, must of
course be done within the context
of all of the rights of a student to
individual privacy. Where there is

.

evidence (legitimately gained, of
course) of a violation, we should
treat this in the same way we treat
violations of any other policy.
This will involve confrontation,
use of appropriate counsel, helping students to understand the
rationale for our policy, and, if
necessary, discipline.
I recognize that this may not
be easy. But, let me outli.aa a
vision which I hope will be shared
with many others and which
could provide a framework for
wide acceptance of our present
policy on the use of alcohol in the
residence halls.
What I long for, and am willing
and anxious to work on as diligently as possible, and with all the
strength and wisdom I have, is a
college which has as its central
focus the promotion and development of all that is noble and good,
and the most exciting and wholesome development of the whole
person-body, mind, and soul.
One reason why I am so anxious
to complete the new Physical
Education Center is the opportunities this will afford all students for the development of
physical fitness and health.
I long to have a residential
system which has good facilities,
where students have the opportunity and take the time to think,
to converse, to be alone, to pray,
and in so doing to prepare to live
vigorously in a world where stress
and tensions abound.
I am prepared to work diligently with you, your staff, and
students to achieve this goal for I
long very much to achieve it. In
my judgment, the proposed
change in the alcohol policy
would do nothing to achieve this
goal, but would, in all probability,
make it more difficult to achieve.
In my response I have not
based my conclusions on the possible implications of the proposed
change in our alcohol policy on
giving to the college or on recruiting students. Personally, I believe
they would be substantial and
negative.
It would certainly not be prudent to make this change without
thoroughly studying these and deciding if we are prepared to accept
them. However, I much prefer
that we make our decision on the
basis of what we deem is the best
decision to achieve this goal, and
this I have tried to do.
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME Even if drinking is allowed on campus, Skiles Tavern will no doubt remain
as the favorite gathering place of Hope students.
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Both sides represented

R.A. 's state views on booze
by Barb Brainard
and Samme Orwig

With the current proposal that
would change drinking regulations
at Hope, one viewpoint that
shouldn't be overlooked is that of
the enforcers of dorm rules, .the resident assistants.
The two existing views either
oppose or support the proposal
that drinking should be allowed in
rooms. Perhaps the strongest in
opposing the proposal is Paul
DeWeese, who said that, "Student
Congress is taking an idealist view
in this matter."
DeWeese stated that it is the
R.A.'s duty to enforce any drinking problems. "When someone
comes to school here, it is understood that you can't drink, so if I
see it or hear about it going on in
the rooms, I tell people to get rid
of it."
Mary Harmelink, R.A. in
Dykstra, believes that the girls
there are responsible enough to
follow rules, "I don't go looking
for alcohol in the rooms." As for
passing the proposal, she said that
it might get out of hand if drinking were to be allowed.
SHOULD THINGS STAY THE SAME? The current proposal to allow
Another R.A. from a women's
drinking in dorm rooms wouldn't change the habits of many students.
dormitory said that passing the
Drinking on campus is already relatively common, as many R.A/s will
proposal would cause more drinkattest.

ing problems: She added that it is
her job to enforce the drinking
rules.
On the other hand, an R.A.
from a men's dorm said that the
proposal should be passed, as rules
now are hard for the R.A. to
enforce.
Another R.A. in a cottage commented that any drinking that
does go on is done in a responsible
way, as the people tlie^e respect
each other's wishes for quiet
times. Thus, passing the proposal
would be fine; alcohol in the
rooms in their case rarely affects
those who aren't drinking.
A similar view from a cottage
R.A. came from Willie Cunningham, who said, "We ought to be
old-enough to think and act for
ourselves, and if it stays in the
rooms, there should be no problem." He believes that passing the
proposal would leave the students
with a greater sense of responsibility.
Taylor Cottage R.A. Jim Martin opposes the proposal. "I don't
see any problem because no-drinking goes on here. We would not be
affected if the rules did change,"
he said. Yet, in considering dormitory life, he said that relaxing the
rules would make it too easy to
misuse alcohol

A concise view on the subject
came from Glen Star, who said
that he can see no real drinking
problem now, and, "Yes, pass it,
because there is no reason to get
people's heads straight about alcohol in the cottages."
The Beck Cottage R.A. commented that it is stupid to try to
cover up the drinking that is going
on, but if the proposal were
passed, noise enforcement should
accompany it.
A Lichty Hall R.A. shared his
view, "Keep the lid on drinking as
it is now, but bad consequences
would come if drinking in the
rooms were to be legalized."
Gwen DeBoer is very much in
favor of passing the proposal.
"Now students have to sneak it
around, and we aren't given the
opportunity to decide whether we
want to use it. As it stands now, it
is assumed that we can't handle it.
If passed, the proposal would encourage us to handle alcohol responsively."

Don't you think you're
doing it anyway?

CRAZY HORSE

In the words of his English friend, 'More beer!'
by Jim Lampert
As I approach this review, I
assume that there are two main
groups of people to whom I am
speaking. The first is the beer
drinker, the person who has consumed enough beer to know what
he or she does or does not like,
and thoroughly enjoys the nectar
produced by the combination of
malt and hops, and above all,
wishes to enhance his or her enjoyment by the mere fact that
such a beverage has finally become the subject of conversation
for this week.
The second group of readers
fall into the category of those
who do not consume beer to an
excess, nor particularly care for
the taste, smell, or otherwise the
mention of the word. It is to this
group that I reach out my hand
(after depositing the can) imploringly, asking that they bear
with me and read this review with
an opea mind, if not an open can.
Beer, like the people who read
this review, can be categorized
into two main groups: The nasty
beers, or those which do not cost,
produce, xor maintain a high level
of satisfaction, and the (for lack
of other words) non-nasty beers,
or those which are generally accepted as "good," "cool," or
"delightful;" the last coming from
an English friend who, upon tasting American beer for the first
time uttered those now famous
words, "More beer!" - ,
The two groups are characterized by such names as, Iron
Mountain, Schlitz, Bud, Coors, or
Olympia. The two groups are also
characterized by such comments
as, "You call this a beer?" or,
"More beer!"
The first group of beers can be
dealt with simply. If one goes into
a bar, sits down and orders a beer,
he or she does not order a nasty
beer. One logically orders a nonnasty beer. Therefore, one may
summarize by saying that this
review will overlook the bad beers
and concentrate on the good ones.
Why in the world one would

want to survey bad beers is beyond my comprehension, but if
one gets off on that I would
suggest that one do one's own
survey. As for this survey, let us
continue our stroll.
Careful study, various opinions, and much money was put
into what I feel is a "wellrounded" look at beer. I am sure
that each person who drinks beer
has his or her own favorite, as do
I, so I will not try and make a flat
statement about which beer is
better than another, although I
will state that my preference is
toward a West Coast beer known
as Olympia. However, this is immaterial.
I will stretch my neck as far as
to say that I find the beers in the
United States quite inferior to
those produced by, say, the Germans or Czechs. The beers which
are known in Holland mostly fall
into the over-all category of being
good beers, but there are exceptions.
The local establishments of
fine drink and grog serve a varying
amount of both types, as do the
customers. On one certain night, I
went as far as to try and keep up
with one certain gentleman whom
I viewed from far-off, and I must
say that his taste was what might
be termed as "definitely nonfussy." /
Within a short span of time, I
had collected enough information
about different beers to write not
one survey, but a load of them,
with a sufficient high left over to
write a short poem. This will not
be included here, mainly because I
couldn't read it the next morning.
Beer produces certain effects.
Fact. Ask anyone who has been to
a bar for a period of more than
three-hours, drinking constantly,
and he or she can tell you that the
effects are not only during the
time period at the bar, but carry
over into the next day. And the
next And sometimes, if enough
has been consumed, the next.
The effects of beer are totally
different than most other effects

which are produced by liquors,
not to mention those "other"
things, and for one who enjoys his
beer, these wide-spread effects can
be nice.
Beer can lead to freedom of
speech, freedom of movement,
and freedom of the bar. Believe
me. Beer does not, I repeat does
not, produce babies, muscular
bodies such as those on commercials, or pretty girls, also seen
in the previous category. These
are myths and must be Misspelled
before one can totally understand
beer.
It is quite harmless, unless
you've ever tried to drive while
intoxicated. It can then become a
problem; if not with your vision
and motor system, then with the
local law enforcement agencies.
A study was done in a major
magazine (the name of which has
escaped me in my confusion) recently, and their findings were the
same as mine.. This is most
probably the result of a careful
study of the same people whom I
watched and drank with, and their
results were a direct steal of mine.
So, if you read that review, please
tell me so I can sue them and buy
a round for us all.
Certain side-dishes are quite
favorable with beer. Potato chips
and cigarettes are an all-time
favorite, as are beer nuts and
pretzels. Indian curry has long
been established as a great side to
beer, however an Indian friend
told me that it was the other way
around. Perhaps the Indians know
something we don't.
Whatever your preference, beer
is usually consumed with something on the side, as this will
either sweep away the taste for
you, or strengthen it, depending
on your frame of mind at the
time.
The politics of beer have been
tabled, brushed-off, and generally
left unopened at this point. Beer
can be used as a viable weapon in
the politics of the country. Look
what vodka did for Russia, what
saki did for Japan, and you will

have to agree that President Ford
is missing out on a secret weapon
in detente.
Beer here at Hope is an entirely
different matter. If, perchance,
the allowance of beer in the
rooms is passed, the use of study
time, leisure time, and sleeping
time might be vastly changed. I
will not speculate which time
would be given up, but nevertheless, the allotment of time in one's
habits will be closely scrutinized
as to the meaningful relation to
the goals and purposes.
What this review has boiled
down to is a simple statement:
"Draft beer, not men." How and
why this applies has escaped me at
this moment, but at the time this
review was being most thoroughly

researched, the statement seemed
quite applicable.
All that can be said about the
use of beer is that it has certain
effects for certain people, and
these effects are determined by
the amount consumed.
For those who wish to make a
more careful study of the effects
and underlying images of beer
seen in a college student's eyes,
they may meet me at the local
establishment on any given Friday
or Saturday night, and I will be
more than happy to discuss the
implementation of a new IDS:
The Use of Beer in the Role of the
College Student's Life, or, How I
Got Through College On A SixPack. In the words of my English
friend, "More beer!"
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Students question rationale of drinking proposal
by Philip Van Dop
and Paul DeWeese

The proposal to allow a person
to freely decide whether he wants
to drink in the privacy of his own
room was founded in a sincere
concern for the student.
The advocates of this proposal
hold that by allowing the student
his freedom, the following positive results would follow: 1) the
drinking student would not have
to hide from the R.A. but could
openly acknowledge that he
drinks, thus increasing the rapport
with the dorm staff, 2) the student would be encouraged to face
the drinking issue in college where
he has caring friends and staff to
help him consider the various aspects of drinking, and 3) we

would be preparing the student
for the environment he will live in
when he leaves the college.
This proposal is based on
amined closely and a few problem
areas should be brought to light.
First, this proposal is based on
the assumption that students are
and will be mature enough to
confront a student who is drinking excessively. We feel that this
assumption is an error. The
friends may very well be facing
the problem themselves and/or
they are not going to have the
background to deal with their
friend.
Finally, how many freshmen
enter college interested in responsible drinking or in the careful evaluation of his or her peers?
Why does "preparing for the

10% of students
head for alcoholism
by Marcy Darin

Hard statistics lead straightaway to a practical judgment.
Referring to the proposal which
would allow drinking in coUege
dorms, Robert Klein, executive
director of Ottagan Alcoholic Rehabilitation
(OAR),
sides
staunchly in the opposition camp.
"My feelings are not based on a
moral decision, but a practical
judgment," he said.
According to national figures,
one out of every ten persons who
takes a drink becomes an alcoholic. If the drinking proposal
were passed, Klein predicts a comparable ten percent would be
adversely affected in the student
body. "It's just a statistic, like any
other," Klein observed matter-offactly.
Commenting on an apparent
shift from toking to chugging,
Klein remarked, "Young adults
have switched from drugs to the
beer bust." Last year Klein's
office handled a marked increase
in the number of referrals for the
17-20 year-old bracket. OAR, an
associate member of the National
Council on Alcoholism, receives
an average of ten referrals

monthly in the late teen group.
"Alcohol does not discriminate
between ages. It affects everyone
the same," Klein stated. "We have
one 14 year-old who will soon
celebrate his one-year dry anniversary."
OAR, Inc. provides both
counseling and information services to Holland residents. Klein
knocked down the stereotype of
the skid row abuser and the myth
of the morning alcoholic. "Alcoholism indicators are determined
not by how much or how often a
person drinks," Klein explained,
"but by how much trouble in a
person's life is related to his use of
alcohol." He added that most
alcoholics are employed and have
families.
"Alcoholism is the addiction to
the drug alcohol," was Klein's
point-blank definition of .the disease. New studies implicate some
factors of heredity. It appears that
some inconclusive research has
been done linking alcoholism to
the chemical disorder hypoglycemia, or an abnormally low
sugar level ip the blood. "A good
portion of alcoholics have this
ailment," Klein observed.
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outside world" necessarily involve
merging with it? It seems that a
semi-idealistic environment where
values can be obtained, will enable
a person to enter the outside
world better prepared to handle
the strains concommitant with it,
than a "realistic" environment
which makes no attempt to foster
noble aims.
Does a Christian go out and
commit every conceivable sinful
act that he can think of for a
period of time so that when he
comes back to Christianity he will
have the abundant wealth of experience behind him? Does that
background further enhance his
Christianity?
Hope, by being a Christian
liberal arts college, is by its very
nature an idealistic institution.
Where else in the "real" world are
there institutionalized goals such
as "the wholesome development
of the whole person-body, mind,
and soul"?
The popular Argument in favor
of the rule is that it is the student's legal right as an individual.

A person's right to the privacy
of hk room must be interpreted in
the light of the rules pertaining to
the residence halls. Since a student has made a commitment to
abide by these rules, he cannot
base his argument on a violation
of his individual privacy.
With alcohol the ^number one
drug problem in America today,
and when 50 percent of the
people killed on the highway are
killed due to a driver under the
influence of alcohol, it seems contradictory for an institution to
condone the use of aocohol when
its primary goal is to educate the
person with an emphasis on God
and positive personal experiences
that will serve to his benefit later
in life.
Many proponents of the new
legislation argue that it is a hypocritical rule and the new legislation would merely recognize what
is already happening. However, we
contend that one doesn't raise the
speed limit to 70 mph because
people travel faster than 55.
Changing the speed law might be

facing the problem, but it
wouldn't be the responsible
course of action.
The R.A.'s are not ignorant of
the fact that drinking goes on
behind closed doors. But even
though the rule is broken, there is
still a value in its existence.
Hope's present policy Assumes a
maturity and allows a responsibility which, at times, is going to
result in the violation of that
policy. It allows the student the
freedom to drink outside the
campus while providing a positive
guideline for the campus itself.
The proposed change of the
policy pertaining to alcohol consumption would negatively change
the quality of the college. This
change would probably not be
felt, directly, but would develop
over a period of years affecting
not only the outward structure of
the college, but would significantly alter the ideals and education which has been prominent in
making Hope an institution of
development and growth for the
majority of its students.

those were the days

Beer is food
Once we were sitting in the bleachers and this
guy called Rollo slipped through the spaces in the
by Robert M. Kruse
We started drinking early. I don't mean before
benches. He got stuck in the framework but we
lunch time, but early in my career as a person. I
were laughing so hard we couldn't do anything.
remember watching guys at dances who had been
Finally a couple of cbps came and helped him out.
swilling beers; they looked like they were having a
We would do anything to avoid watching the game.
pretty good time so we decided to give it a whirl.
I swear I can't remember one game and I probably
Seeing as how we were all no older than sixteen,
went to everyone.
procurement of the aforementioned beverage was a
After the game we would head over to the dance.
problem. Enter the "runner." A runner was anyPeople would push and shove like crazy to get in.
body whom you could con into contributing to the
They put sawdust on the floor of the gym so we
delinquency of a minor. We'd stand in a liquor store
wouldn't wreck it. Our school had thousands of
parking lot and approach people until we found our
students so there were usually scads of them at a
man. He was very hard to find sometimes; but
dance. Hundreds of drunken teen-agers stoned to
you've got to understand that it was part of the
the gills would run around screaming, while their
whole thing, the medium is the message.
parents sat at home content in the knowledge that
We'd act very cool while we shit a brick.
their darling little Suzy or Johnny was at the high
Anytime a car slightly resembling my old man's
school dance and off the streets. Off the streets and
would pull in it was all I could do to stop from 'out of their heads. At the dance was the world gone
running like a madman. Runners were a shaky way
insane; we loved every minute of itrNobody usually
to get a six-pack but what could we do? What we
got caught except the occasional idiot who threw up
did was discover a place called Elmo's Beachcomber.
on the football coach.
It was located on the state line near an area which
Sometimes we'd leave with a female in tow if our
had been notorious for strip joints. I remember
luck held up. Driving out of the parking lot was like
Scott running up to me screaming, "I found a place
trying to leave a den of starving lions. Everybody
where we can buy!" We had it made in the shade.
was nuts to split even if it meant driving over
Elmo would let us sit at the bar; he would have
someone-way-put.
sold to a six year old with a painted moustache. I
Bamaby's was our post-dance destination most
could never figure out what was on the old guy's
of the time. It xwas a pizza and sandwich joint that
mind. They could have locked him up for a long
really got jammed by the high school crowd. At this
time<but he didn't seem to give a shit. One time he
point everybody was rolling. Kids would be sitting
went to another bar and bought a case of malt
in their booths and just kind of fall into the aisle.
liquor for us because he was all out. A degenerate
They'd get kicked out and somebody would snatch
the empty seat.
par excellence, he was our main man.
The drive to Elmo's was pretty far so we soon
Here romances were ignited and extinguished. We
sought other means of supply; Fake ID's were a
always had a few drunk, crying girls, some new
scarce and highly prized commodity. They were
couples, a thousand homy intoxicated males and a
very risky; one guy I knew got caught with a fake
lot of wacked-out women. The placed rocked. I
draft card and the FBI came to his house the next
remember the time my friend Kevin bit this guy
week. His old lady had a heart attack.
Bud on the arm as the guy was serving me a
Scott found a military ID card in his aunt's attic.
sandwich. Boy, was he ticked off. I could go on for
It said his name was Thomas O'Flannery and that he
quite a while but I.think you get the general idea.
was 37 years old. I couldn't believe he was going to
We were always looking for romance.
try and pull that number. Here is a sixteen year old ;
Coming home was a drag. Everyone would
kid whose voice changed seven months ago standing
scramble
for Certs and gum, praying that their
at the counter with a fifth of VO trying to make the % parents had gone to bed. When they weren't in bed
salesman believe he had been wounded in Korea.
you made sure you were pretty quick. One time I
But it worked; I couldn't believe it, but sometimes
almost got nailed when I fell upstairs and knocked
it went over. Other times we got chased out of the
two pictures and a clock off the wall and onto our
store and down the block.
cat. Another time I dropped a half gallon of milk in
We used to get pretty insane on weekends. The
my sister s aquarium. Both incidents were enough to
bill of fare started with drinking about five or six
arouse the suspicions of my parents, but they just
beers, which I hated. I was pretty sure the other
wrote it off to my generally exotic behavipr.
guys were gagging, too, but from looking at us
The next Monday you would leam of the
you'd swear we loved it. We were cool. After a while
casualties of the weekend's campaign. Those who
we'd be pretty loaded and would stagger to the
had been found out by their parents were viewed
football game and chase girls, get into fights and
with heartfelt sympathy. I was the only one of us I
walk into things.
knew who never got caught.
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Marker explains 15-1
student-teacher ratio
The crowds in your intro.
courses might have you wondering
whatever happened to the 15-1
student-teacKer ratio listed in the
college catalog. According to
Provost David Marker, low-enrollment, upper level classes account
for the 15-1 average.
"One will be in classes with
more than 15 students," Marker
said, "But at the upper levels
there will be one-to-one relationships in independent studies or
research activities."
Despite the wide range from
150-1 to 1-1 that the average
represents. Marker thinks it is a
valid indication of the ratio between students and faculty. "For
most young people' looking at
colleges the number by itself
doesn't mean that much. It means
that we're a small school and that
there are enough faculty for one
to get individual attention," he
said.
Marker said that dividing up
the ratio by departments or level
of courses might be worth considering but "the student-faculty
ratio has the force of history
behind it. It's such a standard way
for the college to specify its size
that it's misunderstood by very
few."
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Marker believes that the majority of students understand the
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AAB discusses
phys. ed. proposal
continued from page 1

think the Student Congress understood it."
Questioning Williams' statement that the proposal represents
an additional requirement, Associate Professor of Education Dr.
James Bultman said, "It's a matter
of assignment, of how the teacher
structures the course. It deals
more with the teacher's prerogative in an area he's already been
accorded."
As no action was called for by
the provost's request, the board
summarized its points and asked
the phys. ed. department to consider* them in its finalization of
the proposal.
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It was decided that Hope's
organization would "take our own
chapter name." However, for this
year Hope's branch will remain
nationally affiliated. A new name
for the group is still under consideration.
The next major point of business was the rewriting of the AWS
constitution. Deb Ellison, treasurer, stated, "I feel we should
hang on to traditional events. I
also feel we should do consciousness-raising with speakers."
The traditional events sponsored by the AWS are the Little
Sister Weekend, the Nykerk
breakfast, a convocation dessert, a

Zip
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AWS undergoes changes
The Association of Women
Students is undergoing major
structural and functional changes.
Due to the resignation of AWS
President Kim Chapman and the
disbanding of another major
women's group, MIR, a reorganizational meeting was held
February 5.
Elaine Van Liere, AWS advisor,
summed up the reasons for change
and reform in a letter addressed to
the meeting. "The AWS must revise our charter to broaden our
appeal because we are now the
only open organization on campus
consisting solely of women."
One of the major issues in the
reorganization
was
whether
Hope's branch of the AWS was to
remain a part of the national
organization. Acting President
Kerrie Wyessmann stated, "We are
thinking of giving up the name
AWS because we don't use their
material and we must pay their
dues."

State

City

Group to be renamed
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banquet honoring senior women,
and the Bust-Out.
It was decided to keep all of
these functions on the agenda. It
was also voted to have a series of
local bi-weekly speakers next year
and to hire several speakers of
national prominence.
The meeting ended with some
business, such as a statement of
purpose and the total rewriting of
the constitution, yet to be completed. Although still somewhat
unorganized, ah active member
list is being drawn up and an
organization of women students,
of some type, will continue at
pj 0 p e

n

AWS REORGANIZES-Finding itself the only organization on campus
consisting solely of women, the Association of Women Students is
currently involved in revamping to' accommodate all tastes.

Dancer Rahn—doing what he does best
by Robert Niedt

If any theater-goer in at least
the Grand Rapids area sees the
name of Rich Rahn, a rush of
excitement is bound to go
through him. Blown out of
proportion? Hardly, because those
theater-goers know they're going
to see dance at its finest.
So where does one start with
the story of Rich Rahn? A dance
instructor and choreographer here
at Hope that "loves what he's
doing," his life is one that is
literally filled with dance.
At age 12 Rich started taking
tap lessons, and after that he
knew it was what he wanted to
do.
"After high school I went to
the Kehl School of Dance which is
a very large school in Madison,
Wisconsin, more professional than
what I had in my home town.
"Kehl is a very established
school in Madison and if you
really worked, within four years
you could move on from there. I
talked my parents into letting me
'make this my thing to do,' and I
commuted from home to school
every day."
Rich studied all forms of dance
at Kehl; ballet, tap, and jazx. The

school arranged an audition for
him in Chicago for a road show
which was doing a revue.
After being accepted into the
road show, Rahn stayed, studied
and worked out of Chicago
making that his home base. Working night clubs and road shows, to
earn a living, he went to a professional ballet school every day for
about seven years.
"I wanted to get everything I
could in dance," said Rahn. "I
worked and went to dance school
six days a week, it was all I could
see. Going to auditions, whether I
made them or not."
What did all of this dedication
to dance get him?
"It's proved invaluable," Rahn
went on, "having had that experience I didn't keep saying, 'Maybe
I'll do that later,1 I just had the
desire to follow through on the
dancing."
Rahn's first professional job
came when he was only 19 years
old. He considers his experience in
Chicago as fortunate because he
could live there and work out of it
as a home base.
Through tfte tours that he did,
Rahn got the opportunity to
choreograph the touring company

of the hit musical The Music Man.
It was his first venture into
choreography. His skill has filled
the Hope stage in numerous
theater and dance productions.
But so many of the people that
attend the theater wonder just
what choreography entails.
"I wonder if choreography is
something you really study,"
stated Rahn. "I question that
sometimes. It's so much trial and
error. You have to be a jack of all
trades. It can really be taught to a
point, but there's really nothing
like having the experience. You
have to produce on the spot, and
there's great pressure in that.
"I'm inspired by the design of
the set in a production, the costume designs and the characters in
the show. And I study the script
and the period it's set in and work
from there. I really get excited
about it." What is Rahn's method
of teaching dance? Ask anyone
that's ever been a student under
him and he'll tell you. It's a
working out period.
"The body doesn't store flexibility and energy, you have to get
that through classroom work,"
said Rahn. "You have to spend all
that time working and building

and stretching to build up
strength and stamina to do the art
itself."
The dance program at Hope
has really helped Rahn and his
work. He sees students from all
departments taking dance and
opening up additional classes. It's
really helped Rahn in choreographing Anything Goes, the stu-

dents came into the production
well-trained.
"It's really rewarding to have a
talented group of kids here to
work with," explained Rahn. "So
often I've run into productions
where I have people with no
experience. I'm glad for the dance
program here."
"The response to the dance
program at Hope is overwhelming
not just from theater, but biology,
religion and athletics," Rahn
stated, "for a small liberal arts
college, it's amazing."
Rahn's choreography can be
seen on February 26 in the
theater production of Anything
Goes. If you haven't seen any of
Rich Rahn's work before this,
don't cheat yourself. A man that
says "dance has been my whole
Ufe since age 12" is bound to
bring only top-notch skill to the
stage.
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America's mission—to balance order with freedom
continued from page 2

"In other words, its mission is to bring
out in its life the dialectic union of
authority and liberty, of the natural rights
of man and those of society. The Greek
and Roman Republics asserted the state to
the detriment of individual freedom;
modem republics either do the same, or
assert individual freedom to the detriment
of the state. The American Republic has
been instituted by Providence to realize the
freedom of each with advantage to the
other."
This still is America's mission. If we fail
to maintain the healthy tension between
the claims of order and the claims of
freedom which has been our principal
political achievement, we will be decadent.
I do not mean that by some incantation
we can resurrect from the dust the men
and the measures of 1787, say. Yet it lies
within the realm of possibility that, given
hope and prudence, informed by belief, we
may enter upon an American Augustan
age.
A century ago, when Brownson wrote,
these United States were not ready for an
Augustan age. Territorial and economic
expansion were too much with the majority of the American people. But in this
year of our Lord 1975, America seems to
have-arrived at its maximum extent, its
maximum population (or nearly that), and
its height of political, military, and economic power.
We Americans, like the Romans in the
age of Augustus, must make irrevocable
choices. At that time, Rome needed to
renew the idea ^nd the reality of three
Latin words that Vergil emphasizes: of

me, then, to say first something about the
roots of our moral order. For the order of
the soul and the ordflr of the commonwealth are closely intertwined; one cannpt
thrive if the other is sick.
And as Tocqueville tells us, the real
strength of the American democracy is to
be found not in favorable circumstances,
not even in good laws, but instead in
America's mores-that is, in moral beliefs
and customs.
This point was made convincingly about
two years ago by a distinguished American
professor of political science. Dr. Rene de
Visme Williamson, of Louisiana State University. Our freedom and our justice and
our order, he told an audience at Davidson
College, depend upon reverence.
"It is my contention that reverence is
the root of obedience to and respect for
constituted authority," said Professor Williamson, "of decent and civilized dissent,
of being a member of an opposition which
is loyal and constructive instead of destructive or subversive, of regarding nature as
God's handiwork to be tended and preserved rather than something to be exploited and desecrated."
Dr. Williamson offered examples. "You
may recall," he continued, "that when
Dwight Eisenhower was first inaugurated as
President, he closed his inaugural address
with a prayer of his own making.
"One of my colleagues in the psychology department commented unfavorably on this incident, saying that anyone
who was so unsure of himself as to require
a spiritual crutch is unfit to be President of
the United States.
labor, of pietas, of fatum. Labor signifies
"My reply was: just the opposite. Be- work, of course, particularly the cultivaware of the man who is so cocksure that he tion and the conservation of the land.
thinks he can solve all problems with his
Pietas means more than our English
own resources. I do not conclude from my
word piety: it signifies also that reverence
reply that Eisenhower was a good presi- of which Professor Williamson spoke, and
dent, and I do not regret voting against it signifies what we call "patriotism," and
him.
it means a respect for the contract of
"The lesson to be drawn is that rever- immortal society that joins the dead, the
ence by itself does not guarantee states- living, and those yet unborn.
manship, but that there can be no
Fatum means mission, or destiny: the
statesmanship without reverence."
object or end for which a nation exists.
Just so. Dr. Philip Phenix, one of this The Romans had either to give flesh to
country's leading writers on educational these things, or else to sink prematurely
into private and public disorder, internal
theory, says that the whole curriculum of
violence, and disaster on the frontiers.
any public school should be suffused with
Just so is it with us Americans now.
reverence. So it is with the American
Republic.
Either we become Augustans during the
next decade, perhaps, or else we fail as a
"I realize that the Christian faith does
not guarantee political wisdom," Professor people, with swift and dreadful conseWilliamson went on. "The many unfor- quences.
Certain outward parallels between the
tunate and misguided pronouncements of
age of Caesar Augustus and our age are
the World Council of Churches, and of our
obvious enough. Let us consider briefly
own General Assembly [Dr. Williamson
being a Presbyterian] testify to that fact. two of these: the need for the maintenance
"That is not, of course, a reason why
of peace, and the need for administrative
the Church should always be silent with
reform.
regard to politics. Of this much I am sure,
The fundamental purpose of the state is
however, and that is that both the Chris- the keeping of the peace. This has two
tian faith and the national interest are
aspects: the defense of the country, and
enhanced by the presence of dedicated
the enforcement of justice. The Emperor
Christians in public office.
Augustus succeeded in both. Can we so
"By supplying the nation with such
succeed?
Christians, the college can help to set the
For the keeping of peace in the world,
tone of politics on a high level, and, in the
America at the end of the Second World
words of Edmund Burke, make sure that
War was as strong as Rome had been after
public officials 'should not look to the
the defeat of Antony. In part, we Ameripaltry pelf of the moment, nor to the
cans let slip our opportunity, and now
temporary and transient praise of the
Russia and China approach us in power.
vulgar
'"
Yet our strength remains greater than that
Aye, ours is a nation under Cod, as the
of either of these totalist dominations; and
twentieth century enlargement of the
we aspire to wielding the balance of power.
Pledge of Allegiance puts it. No one has
If we become so skillful in that art as
emphasized that truth more strongly than
the British were during the nineteenth
did Orestes Brownson.
century, then wars may be local, brief, and
The political order rests upon the moral
settled by diplomacy. It is not too much to
order, Brownson wrote many times. And
think of a Pax Americana; the alternative is
the Americans, like every other great
almost unthinkable.
people, are meant by Providence to accomWithin this country, we confront the
plish a special work, mission, or destiny.
necessity for the recovery of true comThe American Republic, he declared in
munity-as contrasted with the drift of
1866, has the providential mission of rerecent decades toward a heavy centralizaconciling liberty with law.
tion which nevertheless cannot maintain
Yet America's mission, he added, "is
order tolerably. Here, too, we need an
not so much the realization of liberty as
Augustan touch. At least we have begun to
the realization of the true idea of the state,
think about such concerns.
• which secures at once the authority of the
Such grand undertakings are the work
public and the freedom of the individualof statesmen, chiefly-of statesmen with
the sovereignty of the people without
Augustan talents, let us hope. But also, and
social despotism, and individual freedom
still more important, we require the poet's
without anarchy.
vision of Augustan times.

I do not know whether we will find a
Vergil for our dawning age-though T.S.
Eliot and Robert Frost were Vergil's heirs.
However that may be, surely we can apply
Vergil's concepts labor and pietas and
fatum to our own troubled era.
First, this word labor. • The swift di- «'
minishing of our American sources of
energy, and the waste or neglect of much
of our arable land, now are apparent to
most of us. Vergil called for a renewal of
the land, and of rural life, ravaged by
decades of civil strife; we are summoned to
make amends for our own economic
wantonness.
George Santayana wrote about 1913
that the American liberals had subordinated quality to quantity-in economic
life, as in other matters.
Now, Santayana. remarked, the liberal
philanthropists are preparing "an absolute
subjection of the individual, in soul and
body, to the instincts of the majority-the
most cruel and unprogressive of masters;
and I am not sure that the liberal maxim
'the greatest happiness of the greatest
number' has not lost whatever was just or
generous in its intent and come to mean
the greatest idleness of the largest possible
population."
But work, as Orestes Brownson said
often, is good, not evil. The recovery of
work with purpose; work which is qualitative as quantitative; especially work on the
land, which seems to be regaining its place
in the balance of the American economythese concerns are as pressing for us as
were similar concerns in the age of Augustus.
We must emancipate ourselves from the
delusion of the greatest idleness for the
largest possible population. And this is an
undertaking for many Americans, working
singly and in concert-not for public men
only.
Secondly, this word pietas. It implies
"reverence," a concept thoroughly neglected in most American schools for most
of this century: reverence for the divine,
reverence for the soul, reverence for our
cultural inheritance. It implies "concern":
concern for our family, our home, our
little community, our country, and for
those who will come after us in this landIt implies "duty": moral obligations to
our fellows and to our commonwealth. It
implies what Edmund Burke called "the
contract of eternal society"-the community of souls. It involves also that sort
of patriotism which Burke had in mind
when he declared, "For us to love our
country, our country ought to be lovely."
Unless we renew the concept and practice of pietas in our time, things will fall
apart. If a people forget pietas, they
become a proletariat-which for a while,
although only for a while, may remain a
proletariat sufficiently fed and lodged.
"Proletariat" is an ugly word for an ugly
thing. Augustus knew only too well what it
meant. It means a mass of people without
responsibilities, without loyalties, without
faith, without property, without community, without hope.
A proletariat lives by bread and circuses,
at public expense. When bored, a proletariat becomes dangerous. Mere welfare
appropriations will not redeem a proletariat; the work of reclaiming is far more
subtle than that. When most people cease
to be pious, in the Roman sense of that
abused word, the civil social order no
longer can cohere. So for us in the twentieth century, pietas is no antiquarian
abstraction.
Third, this word fatum. What is America's mission in our age? It remains, as
Brownson put it, to reconcile liberty with
law. The great grim tendency of our world
is otherwise: sometimes toward anarchy,
but more commonly toward the total state,
whose alleged benefits delude.
This is no easy mission, even at home:
consider how many people who demand an
enlargement of civil liberties at the same
time vote for vast increase of the functions
and powers of the general government.
At home, this mission is difficult
enough. But our mission is harder still in
another respect: the example of the United

States to the world. If we are to know a
Pax Americana, it will not be the sort of
American hegemony that was attempted
by Presidents Truman and Eisenhower and
Kennedy and Johnson: not a patronizing
endeavor, through gifts of money and of
arms, to cajole or intimidate all the nations
of the earth into submitting themselves to
a vague overwhelming Americanization,
obliterating other cultures and political
patterns.
An enduring Pax Americana would be
contrived not by bribing and boasting, but
by quiet strength-and especially by setting
an example of ordered freedom that might
be emulated. Tacitus wrote that the Romans created- a wilderness, and called it
peace. We may aspire to bring peace, but to
encourage other peoples to cultivate their
own gardens: in that respect, to better the
Augustan model.
So much for Vergilian precepts. If I
have suggested to you that the Augustan
Age deserves serious attention-why, I have
accomplished what I essayed. Either, in the
dawning years, we will know Augustan
ways, or else we will find ourselves in a
different Roman era revived.
This might be the age of the merciless
old Emperor Septimius Severus. As Septimius lay dying at York, after his last
campaign, there came to his bedside his
two brutal sons, Geta and Caracalla, asking
their father how they should contrive to
rule the world once he was gone. "Be of
one mind," Septimius said. "Enrich the
soldiers; nothing else matters."
Great empires and little minds, in
Burke's phrase, ill consist. America is an
imperial republic now, whether we like it
or not. I pray that some of the rising
generation may cultivate imperial intellects
and imperial consciences, of the Augustan
sort. For only So will these United States
remain a republic; and only so will the
order of the soul survive outside holes and
comers.
Our word "order" implies harmony. In
the order of the soul, it means harmony of
reason, will, and appetite, and participation
in the eternal.
In the order of the commonwealth, it
means the harmonious arrangement of
classes and functions and rewards which
gives willing consent to law and ensures
that we shall all be safe together.
Decadence, the loss of an object, always
brings on disorder, private and public: that
is, decadence destroys harmony. Is this
nation decadent, in the year of our Lord
1975? The answer to that inquiry depends
upon what belief, or what lack of belief,
prevails among the better minds and consciences of the American people-upon
what response they make to our present
conundrums.
If the American people have slipped
away from their old order, one necessity is
to analyze what that order used to be. For
Americans in the dawning age who believe
in an enduring order, the way of affirmation may be hard enough. There is no
tyranny more .pervasive or difficult to
escape, says Tocqueville, than the 'democratic despotism' of dominant opinions.
If American government and society are
secularized and coarsened increasingly—if,
more and more, the policy of the politiqal
state is to break down the moral" order,
substituting for it compulsions at law-then
some Americans must survive-like Jonah in
the whale.
Such is the strategy of last resort. But it
remains possible that modern America may
work a renewal of spirit and of institutions.
The revolutionary of this century, the
ideologue of disorder, marches with his
dupes at his heels-straight into the madhouse; and the gates clang shut behind him.
Yet if we understand the principles of
order, we may be able to renew. Then it
may not be said of our civilization what
has been said of so many others that lost
their knowledge of order: "And that house
fell, and great was the fall of that house."
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Cecil conducts Anything Goes

Direct from Broadway...
I

I
f

*

by Mally Finn

make money as a musician before
It's also a disillusioning game.
teaching... and I loved New "Young musicians think the talent
York City."
in New York is tops, and inHe mentioned his daughter evitably discover it's who you
Jane living in New York last year. know, not how you play, that
She was told "the big city's gone counts." He didn't respect the
down the drain," but she loved it caliber of most Broadway contoo. They both thrive on the ductors with the exception of
cultural diversity-the people, the Trank Allers (My Fair Lady) and
food. And so in 1955, he moved Max Goberman (West Side Story).
But finally, he contracted a hit
to Brooklyn with his wife and
show, A Funny Thing Happened
three small daughters.
He sold real estate for six On the Way to the Forum. It ran
months, picked up jobs here and two years. Cecil left after sue
there at Radio City Music Hall months. A former professor called
and New York City Center, gave him about a teaching position in a
private lessons, taught part-time, small town-Holland, Michigan.
and toured colleges with a wood- He knew he was basically a nonwind quintet. And then through competitive person, but more imNew Haven contacts, he began portant, his lifestyle had been at
playing in the pit-on Broadway. odds with a normal family routine
Yankees, Bells Are Ringing, and
"Like everything else, it had its for six years.
Plain and Fancy previewed one ups and downs. You had to hus"All I wanted to do after a
after another prior to Broadway t l e . . . it's competitive... and the show was buy my New York
openings. And he spent night after paradox is a musician wants a hit Times, get on the subway, and get
night in the pit of the Shubert show for a steady income, but home. Makes it tough if you don't
Theater, "rehearsing a week then once he gets it, he gets sick of it. hang out with the single cats."
playing a two-week engagement." And then you want to play for
"It was the end of an era in fun and the sad part is, it ends up
New Haven." He reminisced about a job.
old-time musicians out of profes"I played with the New York
sional work, hanging around, Philharmonic off and on-extra
working in factories. He remem- jobs-and even for them, while the
bered the Taft Hotel "with people audience grooves on a Beethoven
If you have bought anything
like little gnomes chained in hotel symphony, the cats in the orrooms copying music." And he chestra think about the poker from the Hope-Geneva Bookstore,
you have contributed to the
recalled Matilda Pinkus and her game at intermission."
Geneva
Scholarship Fund.
copying service.
He played as a sub (two weeks
The purpose of the fund, esBut obviously the people- at a time) for West Side Story and
"those special people and you other musicals. He was in and out tablished by a Reformed Church
could telT-left the strongest im- of flops, Green Willow and The family in 1961, is to promote
pression. People like Judy Holi- Gay Life. "Rumors get out. Guys international understanding and
day,
Gwen
Verdon,
Julie jump ship and start looking for world peace. Scholarships are
Andrews, Rex Harrison, Jimmy another job." One of his "other granted to students who come
Crawford, Richard Rodgers, Mitch jobs" was touring with the Royal from countries outside of the
Lee and Frank Loesser worked Ballet from England, four weeks U.S., particularly those from the
at the Met and 16 weeks on the non-western world, who show
the Shubert.
promise of, -becoming Christian
He also recalled specific inci- road
"But when you got back to leaders in their respective native
dents that were memorable, and
are still vivid-Moss Hart coaching town, you had to start all over lands.
The corpus of the fund is used
Rex Harrison on how to bring again. Therfe was this whole body
across "I've Grown Accustomed of guys staying at the Big Apple, as a capital investment in the
to Her Face" without singing all waiting by the phone, hoping Hope-Geneva Bookstore and subthe pitches; John Steinbeck and their contacts would pay off." stantial portions of the income is
Richard Rodgers helping Helen And then "summer time is made available for scholarships.
First to receive a four year
Traubel with her role as the anxiousville."
Musicians came back to the scholarship was Gibson Dallah
madam in Pipe Dream; and later
on Broadway in A Funny Thing city. There was a lag in the season.. from Nigeria in 1962. After
Happened On the Way to the "It's a trap . . . you never knew graduating from Hope he went on
Forum, Zero Mostel ad libbing a from one week to the next to seminary and in 1971 traveled
different line every night and whether you'd get a job. And home to see the effects of the war
never repeating himself.
once you got work, the pace that had ravaged his country.
. Efforts to salvage the land inThen came New York. Why? "I accelerated There was no middle
wanted to get the professional ground . , , it's a young man's cluded passing out bags of fei>
tilizer to the farmers but Dallah
thing out of my b l o o d . . . to game."
discovered that in many cases it
wasn't used because the people
couldn't read the instructions.
Seeing a strong need for education
in Nigeria, Dallah went back to
school and received his Ph.D. in
comparative education from Rutgers University.
Candidates for scholarships are
generally recommended by faculty; alumni and friends who have
had first-hand contact with students abroad.
GIFTS - BRIEF AND ATTACHE CASES
In order to qualify, students
must have graduated from seconSTATIONERY - SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
dary school, read, write and speak
SCRAP BOOKS - PHOTO ALBUMS
English fluently, demonstrate high
PLAYING CARDS - CHESS SETS
scholastic ability, be able to adjust
to a different way of life, and
GAMES - PUZZLES
have the intention of returning
HALLMARK CARDS AND PARTY GOODS
home.
LARGEST SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
Students receiving the Geneva
When Associate Professor of
Music Robert Cecil steps into the
pit as conductor for the next
theater production, Anything
Goes, he steps into his past. Currently, Cecil is both a teacher and
director of the Hope band and the
jazz band However, for 13 years,
he was in and out of the pit as a
horn-playing musician in the "BigApple"-New York City.
"Fine memories... the very
opening of My Fair Lady... that
was fine," Cecil began, reflecting
on New Haven. He was at Yale for
seven years, first as a graduate
student and then as a member of
their faculty.
He was there at a time when
hit musicals like Kismet, Damn

ROBERT CECIL

'Promotes world peace'
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Fund aids foreign students

We have
Something for
Everyone...!

ANYWHERE...!

WtCMh
Penonal Chocks
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scholarship this year at Hope are
Johnson Hsu, a music major from
Malaysia and Kenneth Dibi, a
biology major from Rhodesia.
Buddhi Harsono graduated in
December and has gone on to
Grand Valley State College for a
masters degree in economics. •
Degefa Ethana, from Ethiopia,

STATIONERS
DOWNTOWN, NEXT TO PENNEY'S

ON THE MALL
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND

wmmm

FINEST
QUALITY
IN HAND
CARVED CANDLES
184 River Ave.
Hollahd

wrvdleA
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graduated from Hope in 1972
after four years on a full scholarship from the Geneva Fund He
had been recommended by a
Hope alumnus who had met him
through his work in the Peace
Corps. Ethana is now working in
church administration for the
Evangelical Church in Ethiopia.

$4.00 OFF
ON ANY PAIR OF BASS
MEN'S OR WOMEN'S SHOES
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 1
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There's always someone
you know at the Kletz

Photography
by
Randy Putala

1

THE PARTY'S OVER.
PRIZE-WINNING POET-lkuko Atsumi, a Japanese prize-winning poet,
presented a reading last Monday evening in the Pit. Atsumi is visiting
the United States under the auspices of the Great Lakes Colleges Association.

HEAVENSWORTH

BUNTE'S

a p p e a r i n g at t h e

PHARMACY

HOLIDAY INN

COSMETICS

February 2nd t h r u 28th

PREGNANCY
A PROBLEM...?

54 East 8 t h St.

ELRCPE
I 2

Call Birthright..396-5840

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
-CONFIDENTIAL-

UP.

/W1

—

S'Ue 800-325-486

( 0 Un-.Travel Charters

All too often, when the
party ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their
way to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party,
make sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because
they drank only beer or wine.
Beer and wine can be just as
intoxicating as mixed drinks.

A n d don't k i d yourself
because they may have had
some black coffee. Black coffee
can't sober them up well enough
to drive.
If someone gets too drunk
to drive, drive him yourself. Or
call a cab. Or offer to let him
sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't
be feeling so good on the
morning after, but you're going
to feel terrific.

d k u n k nrnvKK. n m y
B O X 234.S
K O C K V l l . l . K . M A K Y 1 A N D 2()KS2

I want to ki't-p m\ friends alivr
for the next party
I ell me what else 1 can do
\1 v n.imr i>.
N.Mi.sv
Smi.
Zip

n

_J

FRIENDS DON'T UT FRIENDS
DRIVE DRUNK.
UK». •
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Record slips to 8- 9 following last week's losses
by Doug Paine

Paced by some red-hot foulshooting, the Alma Scots whipped
the Hope roundballers last
Wednesday night, 79-68. The loss
dropped Hope's overall record to
8-9, while its MIAA mark slipped
to 2-6.
The game was a closely-contested affair until the final stages
of the contest. Alma led at the
10-minute mark of the first half
20-18, and the Scots were up at
the half by a 40-35 count. The
Dutchmen, however, came out
firing after intermission, hitting
the first five points of the second
half to pull into a 40-40 tie.
During the next ten minutes
the lead changed hands five times.
Then, with the score knotted at
56, Alma ripped off eight straight
points-the first six by Willie
Dawkins-to put the contest away
for all practical purposes.
Hope never closed the gap to
less than six points in the remaining stages of the game, as the
Scots continually hit free throws
to keep the Dutchmen at bay. A
Hope bucket in the final seconds
brought the final score to 79-68,
thus giving Alma its second
basketball win over the Dutchmen
this season.
Hope had two more field goals
in the game than Alma, but the
Scots connected on 19 of 21 free
throws while the Dutchmen attempted only six charity tosses,
hitting four. Dawkins led the
Alma scoring parade with 16
points, while four other Scots hit
double figures. Chris Peterson was
the game's high scorer with 20
points.
The Dutchmen also fell in the
preliminary game, as the Alma
freshmen defeated Hope's squad,
92-79.

Despite holding Mark Veenstra
to 10 points, 22 below his leagueleading average, the Hope cagers
still found a way to lose to Calvin
last Saturday night, falling to the
Knights 64-56.
The culprit for the Dutchmen
was a lethargic second-half offense
that could muster only 24 points.
Although Calvin wasn't burning
the nets after intermission, either,
they were hitting enough to wipe
out Hope's four-point halftime
edge and ease in with the win.
The Dutchmen led for almost
the entire first half, moving out
by seven points on one occasion
before settling for a 32-28 lead at
the halfway mark.
Hope twice stretched its lead
to eight points in the early
moments of the second half, and
for a fleeting instant it appeared
the Calvin jinx might finally be
broken. Then the inevitable occurred. With the Dutchmen on
top 38-30, the Knights proceeded
to reel off eight straight points to
knot the score at 38-38.
The teams traded buckets for
the next few minutes and then,
with the teams deadlocked at 42,
Calvin once again ran off eight
points in a row to move to a
5042 lead with a little over five
minutes remaining.
Hope clawed back to within
four points on two separate occasions, but with Calvin's Randy
Wolthuis hitting seven consecutive
points and nine of his team's last
14, the Knights were able to hold
off the Dutchmen. As the final
seconds ticked off the clock, the
scoreboard flashed the all-toofamiliar story-Calvin 64-Hope
56.
;
-The Knights actually won the
ballgame at the free-throw lines,'
since they had one less field goal

%
A PIVOTAL BATTLE—The play between Hope's Dwayne Boyce and Calvin's Mark Veenstra was the focus
of attention in Saturday's loss to the Knights.

than the Dutchmen and were even
with Hope in rebounding. Calvin,
however, connected on 18 of 27
charity tosses, while Hope hit on
just 8 of 12.
Wolthuis paced the Knights
with. 17 points, while Veenstra's
lackluster 10-point showing, in
which he canned just two of 16
shots from the floor, was secondhighest for Calvin. Dwayne Boyce,
playing an aggressive game for the
Dutchmen, paced Hope with 13
points, while Jim Holwerda added
12Calvin's varsity victory gave
them a clean sweep for the
evening, as their freshman team
had earlier picked up a 53-44
triumph over the Dutchmen frosh.

from the sidelines

Sport escalation
by Bob Klein
The growth of sport in America has to set the
thinking fan-participant to wondering where this has
all come from and where it's all going. A clue to the
origin of sport expansion might be found on the
frontier of women's sport today.
The professional level has tennis, golf and a few
other less notables, and the Olympic type sports
(gymastics, skiing, skating, swimming, track) which
are high developed and well publicized. Outside
these drawing cards to fans, women's sport has not
reached a caliber to attract large numbers of fans or
participants.
Basketball, volleyball, field hockey, softball, lacrosse and others are played by many women today
and are on the cutting edge of growing women's
sports. It is in these sports we see the beginnings of
sport escalation.
More leagues at-more ages are being formed
everywhere, promoting greater numbers of girls to
develop physical skills in traditionally "men's
sports." To say the least, this growth has aided our
nation's physical education by sending larger portions of half our population to athletics. Decreasing
numbers of ladies are being spotted throwing a ball
"like a girl."
So why, you may ask, do the girls want to play
in our gym? Who's encouraging them and what are
we going to do about it? Well, fellas, the ladies want
in because they want to educate their bodies, have
fun and win games. There's not a whole lot likely to
stop them with the legislation we've seen lately, but
what will ifiake or break the women in sports is
themselves.
The clue to sport expansion is individuals who
put in time as coaches and participants. Dedicated
enthusiasm is contagious. This type of leadership
can be seen in schools all across the country,

especially in high schools and colleges.
Here at Hope we can see this type of person on
many of the women's teams. One example among
them is the basketball coach Carol Braaksma.
Braaksma's story of participation as a coach in the
Holland community may leave you a bit tired.
A typical day in Braaksma's life this basketball
season has her teaching P.E. at Holland Christian
from 8:30 to 3:30, then hustling over to Hope
b-ball practice, then back to HCHS for her volleyball team's practice, then finally home.
When there are games, the scheduling of her day
gets interesting. Volleyball may get held in the
morning so she can make Hope's game at night. Or,
like last Thursday when there was a v-ball game at
the same time as Hope's b-ball game at Kazoo,
Norm "Bunko" Japinga, who drives the bus, stepped
in to coach Carol's troops.
Carol is a Hope grad of '73 who played on the
championship team of '73. Her job at HCHS
includes teaching P.E. classes and coaching basketball, volleyball and track. Winning records have been
with Carol's teams at HCHS.
The '74 b-ball team was 13-3, 2nd only to Unity
Christian, and this year's version was 15-3, the class
B champ and district runner-up to Jenison. The 7 5
v-ball team was 7-2, 2nd in the league and this year's
team is 5-2. Carol's only track season was also a
winning season.
Hope's b-ball record isn't so impressive (2-5)
under Carol, but their performance has shown good
coaching. In spite of a tough schedule the Fritas
have been in all but their first game. Hopefully the
rest of the schedule will see Carol's winning ways
rub off on the hustling women of Hope. Though the
games aren't being won right now she has the
success of contagious enthusiasm.

February thaw awaken
hibernating athletes
by Doug Irons

Old Man Winter is finally
dying. His vice grip on us weakened just a trifle t h e other d
when

the

first f e w gentlei w a r m

^ approaching Spring
arrived. Be sure, the Old Man will
figj^ on, like the cranky devil he
is. Spitting snow and blowing icy
winds at us, he'll laugh at our
shivering misery when he wins a
day, •or a week (maybe two) of
reprieve from the inevitable.
Those frigid claws of his will
clamp onto the thermometer and
pull the mercury down, down,
down. Old Man Winter is not
through yet, believe me. But the
inevitable is still the inevitable.
Spring laughs last, and laughs
best. Ice and snow recede, and the
sun will dry the damp ground,
tempting us- to lie in the Pine
Grove and feel its warm rays.
Green will surely replace the dismal grays of the dirty snow and
browns of the earth. The long and
patient vigil of Spring's followers
will be ended and they shall rejoice.
Among Spring's followers are
those playing Spring sports for
Hope. Even now they are begin^
their annual emergence from
winter dormancy. Legs tightened
^
tired, from disuse are
stretched and run on again.
Stomachs that had begun to
round and soften a little, flatten

breaths of

and firm up once more. Arms
ache, press, push-up, curl and pullup until returned to former fitness. Rusty reflexes are ground
and sharpened to razor-keenness.
All over campus you see them:
red-faced, bundled in sweats and
ski-caps, their unused lungs
heaving and straining, their legs
resisting what once appeared an
effortless exertion. These athletes
will be jogging here, there and
everywhere. They'll be going to
Carnegie, coming down Columbia,
leaving the frat complex, entering
a dorm, passing Phelps or PhysicsMath.
Carnegie's Universal weight
machine is suddenly engulfed by
hordes of perspiring bodies. The
air down there is hot and sticky,
filled with the thick, strong smell
of sweat, the < squeak-clack-clack
of the weights being lifted and
lowered, grunts of effort, and
periodic talking, irregularly rising
and falling in volume.
And so it goes, the pace of the
activities accelerating as the lemperatures get milder. Very soon
Spring's arrival will bring to a
fever pitch these preparations
begun now. And the rewards will
be reaped. In meets, games or
matches; in races run, baseballs
belted, tennis shots served and
arrows fired; today's red faces and
sweaty bodies, the puffing and the
pressing, will all be repaid.
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Wrestling—a sweaty ballet
by Todd Knecht

The college wrestling room is a
place to find human bodies
itruggling to gain control over
other human bodies in an atmosphere of sweat, anxiety and turmoil.
Above the thickening air of the
small room are sharply burning
lightbulbs piling more heat into
the room. Below in the rising mist
are wrestlers wrapped in layers of
plastie and cloth. They almost
seem to be performing a ballet as
they first float, then dance and
then pounce upon each other.
When there is a break in the
action, the mat becomes heaped
with piles of rags in which
mouths gasp and suck for oxygen
and faces streaming with sweat
glare blankly into the stagnant air.
Time stands still here in the closeness of gray padded walls and
floor making up an artificial cave
which seems to be miles below the
earth's surface and separated from
all other life.
Too soon a whistle cuts
through the silence and pierces

tired ears like an arrow. Again the
scene is in motion. Occasionally
the dull gray blue of the walls and
writhing motion is shocked by a
spurt of red hitting, and splattering, as a nose is smashed or
crushed.
And yet all here is not dismal.
Along the side near the doorway
hang bright orange warmup
jackets bearing black numbers on
their backs. They radiate color to
the sucrounding bleakness. Their
presence points to the final goal
of this conflict.The practice continues. The
pattering of water is heard as it
sloshes from the opened sleeve of
an airtight sweat suit. It drops to
the mat and mingles with the dust
and blood. In another part of the
room jump ropes swish lightly.
Tangled hair bounces up and
down as arms jerk the rope round
and round.
Then the mat clears, and two
lone opponents square off to battle for a starting position. The
eyes of each are searching the
other. Knees bend as they circle

one foot apart. Feet tap the mat
as they twist, turn and squat in
order to catch the other off guard.
Then one body lowers and fires
out. The arms hit and wrap
around a single leg. They both go
down.
Quick sharp movements as the
top man slips his arm under the
shoulder and around the neck of
the other and with one smooth
twist, spins him to his back. An
unseen hand delivers a stinging
slap to the mat and the battle is
finished.
Wrestlers pick themselves up
and trudge heavily out into the
real world again. The now deserted room almost speaks about
the raging turmoil which has just
taken place inside it. In some
places shiny drops of blood design
the floor. Pieces of wrinkled
athletic tape stick to the walls.
Unsettled dust particles fly and
dance near the ceiling and the
odor of drenched sweatshirts
hangs in the air.
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BIBLICAL WRESTLING-Like Jacob's famous encounter with insurmountable odds when he grappled with the angels, only Tom Barkes
of Hope was able to win for the Dutchmen in Wednesday's meet against
Olivet and Muskegon Community College.

DeVette assesses role on NCAA committees
teams informally, but not the
by Doug Irons
Hope's relationship to the Na- definite, weekly track of all the
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa- teams, in all the regions that we
tion has at times been the center are keeping now."
"At the. regional tournament
of heated controversy recently.
Who can forget last fall's furor itself," DeVette continued, "my
when the Dutch football team was responsibility is to act as the final
prevented from accepting any authority in a controversy, after
NCAA bids to its gridiron the school's athletic director. This
year, since the quarter finals are
championship?
However, Hope remains an also being held in this region I'll
NCAA affiliate, and in fact has be doing the same thing there. In
the single honor of having Coach the championship finals, the enRuss DeVette on the NCAA's tire committee will be present so
Division I III Basketball Com- we'll all have final authority."
"It has been interesting,"
mittee.
"Our responsibilities on this DeVette said, smiling, as he recommittee are basically two- flected on his work for the
fold," DeVette explained in a NCAA. "I've had contact with
recent interview. "First, we con- schools all over the country. The
duct the National Division III really great thing for me about the
basketball championship; and NCAA is that they offer no pressecond, we compute the weekly sure to compete in their champrational rankings of Division III ionships. Their position is to make
teams."
possible the opportunity for all
"The country is divided into schools, regardless of size, level of
eight geographic regions for pur- competition played and athletic
poses of determining the schools philosophy, to participate in a
that can play in the tournament," national championship."
he continued. "We're in the Great
DeVette paused for a second,
Lakes region, which includes then commented, "Actually, most
Michigan, Indiana and Ohio and Division III schools are united
has about 40 Division III schools more by athletic philosophy than
in it. It's our job to determine by size. Theoretically at least, a
what schools will play in the big school could choose to be in
regionals and where the regionals Division III.
will be played."
"The really big - question is
DeVette is the chairman of the 'how important are athletics to
Regional Advisory Committee, the image of your school?'-Eastwhich has been set up to gather ern schools lead the nation in this
information regarding teams in philosophy of 'we'll do the best
the area. "Each week I call we can at our level,' and it was
schools in this region about their natural for Hope to align itself
teams-won-lost
records,
op- with schools with a common goal
ponents played, and so on," in sports."
DeVette said. "Nationally ranked
A new NCAA ruling will
teams, such as Lake Superior solidify this already common
State, get checked closely each bond, for as DeVette explained,
week.
"All the schools in Division III
"Every Tuesday I get a con- must have their financial aid alference phone call and all of us on lotted solely by need by 1979.
the National Committee talk Schools that want to continue
about how the teams in our giving scholarships (like Lake
Region did the past week. Each of Superior State) will have to go to
us then makes our rating of the Division II.
top 15 schools, and sends the list
"The competition should be
in, where a computer figures out equalized a little more than perthe consensus rankings for the haps it is now. We have to wait
week.
until 7 9 for this to go into effect
"Because of this weekly so as not to deprive athletes alrating," he noted,, "it will be ready on scholarships at Division
much easier to decide which III schools the chance to go
teams will be invited to play in through the school without losing
the championship this year. Last their scholarships or having the
year, which saw the first NCAA school forced to Division II status
Division III championship in bas- - unwillingly."
ketball, we were all following
Doesn't Hope's ineligibility for

the NCAA tournament make it a
little unusual for a Hope staff
member to be on that tournament's committee? "It isn't really
that important that a person's
team compete," DeVette observed. "The main criterion for
nomination is that one be experienced in basketball, usually as a
coach, that he knows the schools
in his region and that he has some
integrity about the teams he lets
into the tournament.
Concluding
the
interview.

DeVette responded to my question of whether he personally
favored lifting the MIAA ban on
post season competition. "Yes, I'd
have to say I do," he replied.
"The positives outweigh the negatives by quite a bit.
"In 1958 and '59 our basketball team was runner-up^ then
champions, respectively, of our
regional and the experience was
really a good one. We got to know
other players, other teams; and we
didn't miss too much school, not

as much as the choir does on their
tour. I suppose I take the position
of most of the NCAA members
that ask me about that MIAA
rule, 'What rationale is there for
it?'
"The fear of what will be tried
to get a bowl bid, like Hillsdale in
1959 in football? In basketball, at
least, we could eliminate that possibility the MIAA is large enough
to have its champion become an
automatic qualifier for the regional tournament.

Inside Intramurals

Playoffs set for men's b-ball
Alpha Phis shared the "A" section
crown with identical 6-1 records,
while Gilmore compiled a perfect
season of 8-0 in the "B" division,
ahead of the Delphis.
Playoff action provided some
shockers, however, as Gilmore
•
*
*
succumbed in their first match
Turning to men's " handball, after drawing an initial bye. The
Monday night playoffs will be Delphis, after a second in their
beginning. In the first bracket, the "A" section, went on to place
Phelps Panthers square off against second in the overall league, bethe Fraters, and the second group- hind the victorious Independents.
*
*
*
ing has the Cosmos facing the
Currently, the women are in
Arkies. The winners of each
bracket face each other with the the process of having a modified
winner of that contest vying with round robin basketball tournafirst place Durfee Hall, already in ment. Each team plays six games,
the finals. A playoff schedule is with the team having the most
posted on the bulletin board in wins in the end declared the winner.
Carnegie Gym.
*
*
•
At this point, the Alpha Phis
John
Cristtoferson's boot and Indies I are tied for first with
squad holds an extremely pre- three wins each, but the Indies
carious lead in indoor soccer. also have one loss (by forfeit).
Their perfect 2-0 record will be The event concludes March 1.
*
•
*
strongly challenged by the four
Depending on student interest,
teams tied for second with 1-1
marks. The other two teams in the the women hope to have a table
league are still in contention at tennis and raquetball tournament,
only 0-1 in the seven-team dog- as well as a coed badminton event.
Call Lisa Burger or Patti Harper
fight. .
for more information.
Kollen II leads the Kollen
Saturday, March 13, is the date
League's floor hockey wars, while
the Frater Mongols and the Indy for the Intramural Wrestling
wingers are engaged in a duel for Tournament. Keep an eye on the
Although not an intramural
the top spot in the Fraternity board in Carnegie for more details sport by the strictest definition,
and information.
the ABC-sanctioned student bowlSouth Division.
*
*
*
Yet another mad scramble for
ing leagues have been popular and
domihance is in progress in the
Women's intramurals have been are going well. To date, Team G
Fraternity North Division, where extremely active also. The fe- has made the best mark, a 6-2
the Cosmos, Emmie "Rookies" male's volleyball tournament has record. However, Durfee A is at
and Arkies are all fighting for already been concluded. During 8 4 , having played more games;
the season, the league was split and three teams, Durfee B, Team
first.
Just a note for those in the into an "A" section and a "B" F and MLWLB (not a typo,
Kollen League floor hockey. Tues- section. Independents I and the honest) all have 5-3 ledgers.

Hope's
winter
intramural
schedule is in full swing. Several
exciting races are going on in
almost every sport to highlight a
full slate of contests.
Men's basketball is getting set
for playoffs, which start Feb. 26,
with a double elimination tournament as the format.
Leading the Thursday night
hoop circuit at this point are
Ramsden's Rams and the Arkie I
squad with identical 5-1 records.
On Friday nights, Kollen D and E
(5-0) and the Zoo Squad (6-0)
remain at the top.
Saturday night's league is even
more hectic with the Frat
Crushers, Black House and Seminary II all having scrapped to
unblemished 4-0 marks.
Also in basketball, the second
annual one-on-one tournament
moves into the third and fourth
rounds on Feb. 17, with the
championship game on Feb. 25,
during the halftime of the Olivet
game at the Civic Center. The
original field of 38 will have been
narrowed down to two playfers in
the finals.
-

*

*

day, Feb. 17, your games will be
played at the same times as usual,
but in the Armory instead of the
regular site. Check with your captain, manager Tom Page or Steve
Vanderhyde if you have questions
about the arrangement.

•

•

*

*

*

